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Introduction
Team Coherence is one of the simplest to use Software Configuration Management (SCM)
solution available today. Rather than turning SCM into a black art that requires weeks of training,
enforces unacceptable restrictions on developers, and generally interferes with the development
and testing processes, we have designed Team Coherence to be as easy to use as possible.
We have spent several years and worked with many development teams to make Team
Coherence a real-world solution to what can be a complex process. Regardless of the size of your
organization, Team Coherence helps you organize, manage, and protect your software
development projects on every level - from storing and tracking changes to individual files, to
managing and monitoring an entire development cycle.
This help file contains all the information you should need to guide you while using Team
Coherence.
· Guide to Team Coherence Documentation
· Overview
What is Software Configuration Management

Addins
How to Buy Team Coherence
End User License Agreement
· Getting Started
Objects Maintained by Team Coherence

Configuring for the first time
Using Version Manager
· Tasks
Common Tasks

Advanced Tasks
· Scenarios
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Guide to Team Coherence Documentation

2.1

Typographical Conventions
· Bold Italics
Indicates button presses or menu selections required for an action
· Forward Slash /
Separates menus and their associated commands. For example Action / Checkin means select
Checkin from the Actions menu
·
Block Quotation
Emphasizes important information and useful hints
· UPPERCASE
Indicates keys or key combinations you can use. For example, press the ENTER key
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Mouse Conventions
· Click
Point to an object with the mouse pointer and press the left mouse button.
· Double-click
Press the left mouse button twice in quick succession.
· Right-click
Press the right mouse button
· Drag
Press and hold the left mouse button while dragging the selected object(s) to another part of the
Screen.
· SHIFT+Click
Press and hold the SHIFT key and make a selection, allowing you to select a series of objects.
· CTRL+Click
Press and hold the CTRL key while clicking on objects, allowing you to select objects randomly.
· CTRL+Drag
Press and hold the CTRL key while dragging objects.
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Software Configuration Management (SCM) is the key to managing and controlling the highly
complex software products being developed today. In this section we discuss the various
requirements for a typical SCM solution. Needless to say, Team Coherence supports all these
requirements:
·
·
·
·
·
·

3.1.1

Version Control
Parallel Development Model
Remote / Internet Access
Defect and Feature Tracking
Automated Build Support
Process Management

Version Control
The key feature of any SCM tool is its ability to identify and control the software and softwarerelated components of a project as they change over time. Individual members of the development
team need to be able to undertake the tasks assigned to them without interference from other
team members. As each task is completed, the results need to be made available to other team
members to assimilate into their own work when required.
Version Control allows the maintenance of a history of the changes to a component as it evolves
over time and allows access to any revision of a file, not just the latest.

3.1.2

Parallel Development Model
An important feature of any good SCM tool is the ability to allow multiple users to work on the same
component at the same time. This is known as a Parallel Development Model as opposed to the
more common Serial Model. With a serial development model, only one user can work on a
specific component, locking all others out from changing that component.
The Serial model can create serious bottlenecks in the development process while other members
of the team wait to modify a core component.
The Parallel model alleviates these problems by allowing multiple users to work on the same
component. There is the problem, however, of incorporating the changes of multiple developers
into a single component. This requires the ability to merge changes.

3.1.3

Remote / Internet Access
As many development teams are now dispersed across several locations and even countries, the
ability to allow all the members of a development team full access to a project is very important.
With most current SCM tools, cut-down access is provided to allow members of the team access
to basic functionality.
Ideally, an SCM tool should provide full check in, check out facilities, regardless of the location of
the team member.

3.1.4

Defect and Feature Tracking
The ability to integrate Defect and Feature tracking into the SCM solution is also an important
feature. Users should be able to track the progress of individual issues and to relate these issues
to the components affected.
Note that only the Enterprise Edition of Team Coherence supports Defect Tracking as standard, but the
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TCTracker addin can be purchased as an optional addin for the other versions

3.1.5

Automated Build Support
Building large systems can take hours, or even days. An inefficient build process can waste hours
of developer time, particularly during testing where a system may need to be completely rebuilt to
test a small change.
As the development / release cycle progresses, the ability to automate the building of older
versions of a system become important. As users report bugs and problems with older releases of
software, it can be important to be able to extract and build the exact version of the system that
was given to the user.
Note that only the Enterprise Edition of Team Coherence supports Automated Build as standard, but the TCBuild
addin can be purchased as an optional addin for the other versions

3.1.6

Process Management
Many users, particularly those seeking an external quality approval such as ISO 9000, have
standard development processes they expect their development teams to follow. Without proper
process management support built in to the SCM tool, this can involve considerable bureaucracy
which is often resented and ignored by developers.
Properly integrated process management features allow the developer to ensure that components
progress through chosen lifecycle phases before being released. An example of this would be to
help ensure that testing and quality assurance phases were carried out before release of the
product.
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What is Team Coherence?
Team Coherence is one of the simplest to use Software Configuration Management (SCM)
solution available today. Rather than turning SCM into a black art that requires weeks of training,
enforces unacceptable restrictions on developers, and generally interferes with the development
and testing processes, we have designed Team Coherence to be as easy to use as possible.
We have spent many years, and worked with many development teams, to make Team Coherence
a real-world solution to what can be a complex process. Regardless of the size of your
organization, Team Coherence helps you organize, manage, and protect your software
development projects on every level - from storing and tracking changes to individual files, to
managing and monitoring an entire development cycle.
Team Coherence has been designed with the future in mind. It is easily extendable through addins
and has a modular architecture to allow for future enhancement.
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Addins
Team Coherence supports a powerful addin interface that allows integration of additional features
with the core version management functionality.
The Enterprise Edition of Team Coherence comes with two addins as standard:
· TCTracker - Integrated Bug/Feature Tracking
· TCBuilder - Automated Build utility
The Personal and Professional editions of Team Coherence do not include these addins but they
can be purchased separately.

3.3.1

TCTracker
TCTracker provides the ability to record and track bugs and change requests on a project-byproject basis. Information can be gathered about reported bugs including: who reported it, when,
when it is to be completed by, a short and long description, which files it involves, and more.
When checking out files, you can associate the files being checked out with an existing or new
issue. Issues can be re-assigned to different users, and a history of changes is recorded for later
analysis.

You can define Queries to provide different views of the issues and to restrict what is displayed to
the issues relevant to you. Admin users can also define Shared Queries that all users can view.

3.3.2

TCBuilder
For large systems, involving multiple projects, the build process can be very long and complex.
TCBuilder gives you the ability to visually create the equivalent of a MAKE file. TCBuilder integrates
with Team Coherence to give access to any revision of the files involved in the system to allow you
to rebuild any version of your system at the click of a mouse.
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Workflow features allow you to specify the order of compilation and what to do in the event of a
failure in the build process. Keyword expansion throughout allows you to expand keywords in the
compiler directives for each build item. This allows you to, for instance, define and build a specific
version resource into each project.
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Team Coherence Server
Team Coherence Server is the core of the Team Coherence suite of configuration management
tools, and is a required component. It provides secure access to the data managed by Team
Coherence either through a Local Area Network, or remotely through a WAN or the Internet.
Team Coherence Server can be run as a Service under Windows NT and 2000, or as a standalone
application under Windows 9X and multiple instances of the server can be run on the same
machine. Each instance of the server represents a Team Coherence Repository.
Information on installing and running the server can be found in the server documentation.

© 1995-2015 MCN Software
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How to Buy Team Coherence
You can order Team Coherence online directly from our home page.
Home page
www.teamcoherence.com
Email support
support@teamcoherence.com
Post
MCN Software Ltd
6 Suttie Way
Bridge of Allan
FK9 4NQ
Scotland
Fax
+44 (0)1786 834908
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A word about licensing
The Team Coherence licensing model is not concurrent. That is: you must have as many licenses
installed as you have users that can login to an instance of the Team Coherence Server.
You can have the same licenses installed on any number of servers within your organisation, but
each user must be accounted for in the total number of individual licenses.
See also: License Agreement
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License agreement
See also: A word about Licensing
Copyright Notice
Team Coherence is Copyright © 1995-2013 MCN Software. All Rights Reserved.
License Agreement
GRANT OF LICENSE. In accordance with the terms of this EULA you are granted the following
rights:
a) to install and use as many copies of the accompanying proprietary software ("Software"),
described as Team Coherence, or in its place, any prior version, as you have valid licenses. You
may also make secondary copies for each licensed user for their exclusive use on either a home or
portable computer.
b) to store or install a copy of the Software on a storage device, such as a network server, used
only to install or run the Software over an internal network. If you wish to increase the number of
users entitled to access the Software, you must notify MCN Software Ltd and agree to pay an
additional fee.
c) to make copies of the Software for backup and archival purposes.
d) to use the Software strictly in accordance with the provisions of this EULA.
EVALUATION LICENSE. Subject to the provisions contained herein, MCN Software Ltd hereby
grants you a non-exclusive 45-day license to use its accompanying proprietary software
("Software"), described as Team Coherence, free of charge for the sole purpose of evaluating
whether to purchase an ongoing license to the Software. You may evaluate the software for not
more than 45 days. At the end of 45 days you must purchase a license in order to continue using
the Software. If you do not fit within the description above, a license fee is due to MCN Software
Ltd and no license is granted herein. If you are using an evaluation version of the Software, you will
not be entitled to technical support.
SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION. MCN Software Ltd shall furnish the Software to you
electronically or on media in machine-readable object code form. If you receive your first copy of
the Software electronically, and a second copy on media, the second copy may be used for backup
and archive purposes only. This license does not grant you any right to any enhancement or
update to the Software and Documentation. Enhancements and updates, if available, may be
obtained by you at MCN's then-current standard pricing, terms, and conditions.
RESTRICTED USE. You may not lend, rent, lease or otherwise transfer the Software. The
Software is protected by the copyright laws of the United Kingdom and international copyright
treaties. This license is valid for only one user, but the same person may use the software on
multiple machines.
ACADEMIC LICENSE. If you purchased a license as part of the academic license scheme, use of
the Software is restricted to academic projects and may not be used for any commercial purpose
whatsoever.
TITLE. Title, ownership rights, and intellectual property rights in and to the Software and
Documentation shall remain in MCN and/or its suppliers. This Agreement does not include the
right to copy or sublicense the Software and is personal to you and therefore may not be assigned
(by operation of law or otherwise) or transferred without the prior written consent of MCN. You
acknowledge that the Software in source code form remains a confidential trade secret of MCN
and/or its suppliers and therefore you agree not to attempt to decipher, decompile, disassemble or
reverse engineer the Software or allow others to do so, except to the extent applicable laws
specifically prohibit such restriction. You further agree not to modify or create derivative works of
the Software.
CONTENT. Title, ownership rights, and intellectual property rights in and to the content accessed
through the Software is the property of the applicable content owner and may be protected by
applicable copyright or other law. This License gives you no rights to such content.
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DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY. The Software is provided on an "AS IS" basis, without warranty of
any kind, including without limitation the warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular
purpose and non-infringement. The entire risk as to the quality and performance of the Software is
borne by you.
Should the Software prove defective, you and not MCN assume the entire cost of any service and
repair.
This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an essential part of the agreement. SOME STATES DO
NOT ALLOW EXCLUSIONS OF AN IMPLIED WARRANTY, SO THIS DISCLAIMER MAY NOT
APPLY TO YOU AND YOU MAY HAVE OTHER LEGAL RIGHTS THAT VARY FROM STATE TO
STATE OR BY JURISDICTION.
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY. UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY,
TORT, CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL MCN OR ITS SUPPLIERS OR RESELLERS BE
LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY OTHER PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,
DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR
MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES. IN NO
EVENT WILL MCN BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES IN EXCESS OFMCN'S LIST PRICE FOR A
LICENSE TO THE SOFTWARE, EVEN IF MCN SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES, OR FOR ANY CLAIM BY ANY OTHER PARTY. THIS
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL
INJURY TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION.
FURTHERMORE, SOME STATES DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF
INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS LIMITATION AND EXCLUSION MAY
NOT APPLY TO YOU.
TERMINATION. Either party may terminate this Agreement immediately in the event of default by
the other party. Upon any termination of this Agreement, you shall immediately discontinue the use
of the Software and shall within ten (10) days return to MCN all copies of the Software and
Documentation. You may also terminate this Agreement at any time by destroying the Software
and Documentation and all copies thereof. Your obligations to pay accrued charges and fees shall
survive any termination of this Agreement.
MISCELLANEOUS. This Agreement represents the complete and exclusive statement of the
agreements concerning this license between the parties and supersedes all prior agreements and
representations between them. It may be amended only by a writing executed by both parties.
THE ACCEPTANCE OF ANY PURCHASE ORDER PLACED BY YOU IS EXPRESSLY MADE
CONDITIONAL ON YOUR ASSENT TO THE TERMS SET FORTH HEREIN, AND MCN AGREES
TO FURNISH THE SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION ONLY UPON THESE TERMS AND
NOT THOSE CONTAINED IN YOUR PURCHASE ORDER. If any provision of this Agreement is
held to be unenforceable for any reason, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent
necessary to make it enforceable, and such decision shall not affect the enforceability (i) of such
provision under other circumstances or (ii) of the remaining provisions hereof under all
circumstances. Headings shall not be considered in interpreting this Agreement. This Agreement
shall be governed by and construed under United Kingdom law. This Agreement will not be
governed by the United Nations Convention of Contracts for the International Sale of Goods, the
application of which is hereby expressly excluded.
Contractor/manufacturer is MCN Software
Contact:
MCN Software Ltd
www.teamcoherence.com
info@teamcoherence.com
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4

Getting Started

4.1

Getting Started
This chapter will briefly describe the different objects maintained by Team Coherence, and will then
describes how to configure Team Coherence for the first time.
· Objects Maintained by Team Coherence
· Configuring Team Coherence for the first time
· Using Version Manager
On all new repositories, a user with the name supervisor is automatically created which has full
access to all features of Team Coherence. The default password for this user is password. This
username and password should be used for initial configuration of a repository and to define Users
and Groups. Once you have defined standard users, the password for the supervisor user should
be changed to prevent other users from accessing the Team Coherence repository with full
access.
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Objects Maintained by Team Coherence

4.2.1

Repositories
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In Team Coherence, a repository is simply a central location, available to all interested users,
where the files archived by Team Coherence are stored. Each repository is controlled by a Server
application that contains all the core logic for the Version Control functionality.
To all intents and purposes, the repository can be considered a black box that is used to manage
the following items:
·
·
·
·
·

Projects
Folders
Files
Revisions
Version Labels

Connection to a repository is via standard TCP/IP so the server could, if necessary, reside on the
other side of the planet and be accessed using a standard Internet connection.

4.2.2

Projects
Project objects are the root objects in the repository hierarchy. They are used to group related files
into a single entity. For example, a project object could contain the files used in a single Delphi
project, or could be used to group together the files involved in handling all the communications
and work carried out for a single client.
Organization of projects is entirely configurable. To modify the properties of a project once it has
been created, you can use the Project Properties dialog box.
An important concept to remember is that there may or may not be a direct correlation between a Team
Coherence Project and a 'Project' as created by your development tool. A Project in Team Coherence is more of an
organizational tool, allowing you to logically group a set of related files.
Projects do not contain files directly, but instead can contain one or more folders.

4.2.3

Folders
Folders are the objects that are used to contain File archives. Each folder can contain files and
sub-folders. The files in a folder relate directly to those stored in a local directory, but are not
constrained to the hierarchical directory structure found on disks. For example, a sub-folder of a
folder can point to a local drive, a remote drive, or a completely different directory.
The folder structure in Team Coherence may or may not equate directly to a physical directory structure.
For example, consider the situation where you have several development projects with a single
customer. In this case, you may decide to make the Project the Customer, with each separate
development project a separate root folder under this main project. Within each root-folder, you
may decide to add folders specific to the different areas of the development project. This might
lead to a structure similar to the following:
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The folder structure you use in Team Coherence is completely up to you. Modifications can be
made to the structure at any time using simple Cut & Paste, Drag-Drop and the Folder Property
Sheet.
Folders can also be defined as Web Folders. Web folders allow you to quickly publish the latest
version of a folder, and the objects it contains, to a live web server using ftp. Web folders can be
defined by users that have Access rights to the folder in question. For more information on Web
Folders, see the topic Deploying Folders.
As well as containing sub-folders, Folders are used to contain the File Objects themselves.

4.2.4

Files
In Team Coherence, the file objects represent the physical files. A file object maps directly to a file,
or files, on disk. File objects are grouped by Folders. A file object may contain several physical files
using a concept known as file groups. A file group is a set of files that have the same name, but
different extensions, and can be thought of as a logical entity. An example of this would be the
Delphi pas/dfm pair: the source unit will not compile without the form unit being present, and vice
versa. In this situation, it makes sense to treat the two files as a single entity.
The file object also contains a history of all changes made to the file since it was first archived,
allowing you to revert back to or view any previous revision of the file.
Team Coherence can control any type of file including binary files. Associated with each file, are a
number of revisions. As each file is modified by users a complete history of when, who, and what
the changes were, is built up over time.

4.2.5

Revisions
A revision is a representation of a file at a particular moment in time. The information that is stored
against a revision of a file, in addition to the file itself, include the date and time the file was
modified, who modified it, and the reasons the file was modified. In this way, a complete audit trail
of the file can be built up.
Each revision of a file can also have assigned to it one or more Version Labels.

4.2.6

Version Labels
Version Labels are simply placeholder's (but see below). Any revision of a file can have an
unlimited number of Version Labels attached to it. Version Labels are useful when you want to
mark a particular revision of a file for use later in the context of multiple files.
For example, consider the situation where you have a project that contains many files. At some
point, all the files in that project may reach a stage where you would release something to a client.
The problem is that the different files involved at that point are all at different revisions. A Version
Label can easily be assigned to the current revision of all the files involved, essentially creating a
Snapshot, or Baseline, of the situation at that particular point in time.
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The benefit of Version Labels really comes when, at some point in the future, you want to
reconstruct that situation. With Team Coherence, this is a simple task.
From Version 7.1.2.62 of Team Coherence Server, you can define security attributes for Version
Labels and Labels can be associated with specific Projects. This allows you to better organise
labels, and have control over who is allowed to assign and remove labels. For more information on
these features, see Creating Version Labels.
As the number of labels increases over time, Version Labels that are no longer required for current
activities can be marked as hidden using the Version Label dialog box. This makes Version Label
selection quicker while still maintaining existing labels.
Branch Base Label
Each Label in TC can be associated with a Branch Base Label to form a label pair to assist when
working on previous versions of a project. When a Label with an associated Branch Base Label is
initially assigned to a file, both labels will be attached to the relevant revision. When you
subsequently check in changes to this revision of the file (i.e. when working on a previous version),
and associate the Label with the checkin, if the Label and Branch Base Label are both attached to
the revision being checked in a Branch will automatically be created. This means that changes
made to the older version will not be included in the main development stream.
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Configuring Team Coherence for the first time
This section takes a look at the initial configuration of the Team Coherence client and how to
connect to a repository. The main assumption is that you already have an instance of the Team
Coherence Server running somewhere on your network.
For more details on setting up and configuring the server, see the relevant documentation.
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

4.3.1

Connecting to a Repository
Specifying a Username
Logging in under a different Username
Integrating Team Coherence with your Development Tools
Adding your first Project
Adding a Delphi Project
Adding files using Drag/Drop from Explorer
Manually adding files.

Connecting to a Repository
Before you can start the Team Coherence client application you must tell Team Coherence the
location of a valid connection to a running repository. This can be done using the Connection
Manager.

To start the connection manager select Start / Programs / MCN / Team Coherence / Connection
Manager
The Connection Manager displays a list of known connections to repositories. If you want this
dialog to be displayed each time you start Team Coherence, make sure that Prompt at startup is
checked. It can also be displayed while running Version Manager by selecting Tools / Connection
Manager... from the main menu.
To add a new connection, click on the Add button. To modify an existing connection, click on the
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Modify button. This will display the properties dialog box for the selected or new connection:

The Connection Properties dialog box allows you to specify the connection parameters to an
existing repository. As well as a Name and Description for the connection, used to identify the
connection, you must specify:
Host
The host is the address of the computer that is running the instance of the Team Coherence
Server you wish to connect to. You can either use the HostName for the machine, or can specify a
valid IP address.
Port
The Port is the port that the instance of the Team Coherence Server you are connecting to is
listening on. This information will be available from the person responsible for maintaining the
server.
Keep Alive
With some connections, particularly dial-up internet connections, the connection will drop after a certain
period of inactivity. Checking this option will force Team Coherence to ping the server occasionally to make
sure the connection is not dropped. You also need to enter the frequency with which to contact the server.
UUEncode transmitted data

When connecting remotely to the server, particularly when using VPN, binary characters
transmitted by Team Coherence can be interpreted as handshake characters by the hardware.
This is a known issue with a few routers and checking this option works around the issue by
making sure that only ASCII characters are transmitted or received.
As there is an overhead (encoding/decoding the data), this option should only be checked if you
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have persistent connection issues with the server. For connections within your local LAN, checking
this should not be necessary.
Dialup Networking
If you are accessing a remote repository via a dialup connection you can select an existing DUN
connection to use from the list. You also need to enter a valid username and password for that
connection.
Security
If the Team Coherence Server you are connecting to has had an additional security key assigned
to it, you will also need to enter that key in the Security page. The key should be supplied by your
system administrator.
Note that this security key is only required if a key has been applied to the server.
Once the parameters have been set for this connection, you can use the Test Connection button
to check that the connection is valid. This will try and connect to the server and wait for a valid
reply.

4.3.2

Specifying your Username
When you first start up Team Coherence (and also when you connect to a different repository) you
will be prompted for a username and password.
On all new repositories, a user with the name supervisor is automatically created which has full
access to all features of Team Coherence. The default password for this user is password. This
username and password should be used for initial configuration of a repository and to define Users
and Groups. Once you have defined standard users, the password for the supervisor user should
be changed to prevent other users from accessing the Team Coherence repository with full
access.
If you are connecting to a new repository, and a username has not been setup for you, you must
get your system administrator to add you to the list of users in the repository.
If you login as an admin user you can add users and groups using the User Manager.

4.3.3

Logging in under a different Username
Team Coherence automatically remembers what username you used when it was last started
unless the repository you are connecting to has been setup to require a valid username and
password. In order to log in under a different username, select Tools/Login as different user
from the main menu.
Enter your name and password in the relevant boxes. You are required to enter a valid password.

4.3.4

Integrating Team Coherence with your Development Tool
Although Team Coherence functions very well as a stand-alone tool for archiving and controlling
any type of file, it also integrates directly with a large number of developer and end-user tools.
An advantage with integrating with development tools is that the main functionality of Team
Coherence becomes available when you need it, and from within the tool you use.
To integrate Team Coherence with other development tools, select Start / Programs / MCN /
Team Coherence / IDE Installation. This will start the IDE installation application:
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Depending on what tools are installed on your machine, the items above may differ.
Simply check the tools you would like to integrate with and press the OK button. When you next
open up any of these tools, you will find a Workgroups menu option to access Team Coherence
functionality.
Functionality is generally based on the tool you are integrating Team Coherence with, but will at
least contain menu options to handle the basic Version Control actions of Check In, Check Out,
and Get. In some development environments, you may also find a Team Coherence toolbar to give
you even faster access to the functions.

4.3.5

Adding your first Project to Team Coherence
One of the first things you should do after configuring Team Coherence, is add some files. After all,
maintaining files is what Team Coherence is designed for. Once files are archived by Team
Coherence, all changes to these files are controlled by Team Coherence.
There are several methods of adding files to a Team Coherence repository. By far the simplest
method is to use the IDE interface for whatever product created the files. Several other methods
are supported, including:
·
·

Drag / drop from Explorer
Manually adding files to existing folders

Our initial discussion will deal with how to add a project using the Delphi IDE interface, which is the
same process as used by the C++Builder interface, followed by a short discussion of the other
methods.
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Adding A Delphi Project to Team Coherence
As mentioned above, the same general principles apply to most other supported interfaces. In
most interfaces, a new main menu option called Workgroups will be added to the main menu of
the specific IDE. This menu option gives access to the Team Coherence specific functions used to
access and change files.
If you open a project in Delphi, and it hasn't yet been archived, most of the Workgroups menu
items will be disabled. The option Project <projectname> / Check In..., where <projectname> is
the name of the currently active Project, will be active to allow you to add this project to version
control:

Selecting Project <projectname> / Check In... will prompt you with the Checkin dialog box:
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The Check-In dialog box allows you to define Comments for the files being checked in, and what to
do with the file once it is checked in. The Files page of this dialog box lists all the files that are
about to be checked in and you can select/deselect files from this list to control the files being
added. We will discuss the other options available in the Check-in dialog box later in this Manual.
When you have entered a comment, press the OK button to continue adding the project to Team
Coherence. Team Coherence will create a new Team Coherence Project for the files and create
any necessary Folders. Progress will be displayed as it is doing this and, at the end of the check-in
process, the results dialog will be displayed.
That's it! All the files in the Delphi project have been archived and, once you press the OK button,
the files that are open in the IDE will be updated to reflect the changes.
By default, once a file has been checked in, its local copy will be made read-only to prevent
accidental and uncontrolled changes being made to it.
Finally, we can now view the newly added project in Version Manager:
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When you drop-down the Workgroups menu in Delphi, more options, dependent on the status of
the current file, will be available.
If you need to work on an archived file, it is now necessary to Check out the file before it can be
modified.

4.3.7

Adding files using Drag/Drop from Explorer
If you are controlling files other than those created by the supported tools, adding them to Team
Coherence, again, is a relatively easy task.
Version Manager supports the dropping of files dragged from Windows Explorer onto an existing
project. In this case, you must have created a new project for the files, or be dragging files into an
existing project.
To create a new project in Version Manager right-click in the left-hand pane and select New
Project… or click on the New Project button in the toolbar.
Enter a name for the new project, and that's it.
Now, you can simply drag files and folders from Windows Explorer, and drop them on the new
project. The Checkin dialog box will be displayed and selecting the Files page allows you to specify
which files to actually add:
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Once you press the OK button, the files will be added to Team Coherence in the same way as the
method above. Team Coherence will automatically create the folder structure for the files based on
the underlying disk folder structure, and add the files to the correct folders.

4.3.8

Manually adding files to existing Folders
If you already have an existing project archived, it is sometimes necessary to add new files as they
are created.
If you select a Folder in Version Manager, right clicking on the folder will allow you to add files by
selecting Add files…
This will display the File-open dialog, with the Folders current local directory selected. Simply select
the files you want to add and press the OK button.
Note that a file cannot be archived more than once. In all of the above cases, if a file that you are
adding is already archived, it will simply be checked-in if it is currently checked-out, or ignored.
Alternatively, when a Folder is selected in Version Manager, a page in the detail pane lists the files
and folders for the currently selected directory that are not already archived. To add any of these
files or folders: select them, right-click to display the context menu, and select Add to Version
Control.
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4.4

Using Version Manager

4.4.1

Visual Elements
The main visual element in Team Coherence is the Version Manager. Version Manager allows you
to get an overall view of the projects contained in a repository. It is also where most of the
administrative tasks are carried out.
If your development tool does not support integration of Team Coherence, Version Manager can
be used directly to maintain archived files.
To access Version Manager, use the link under the Windows Start menu or, if your development
tool supports it, select Workgroups/Team Coherence from the IDE menu:

The main Version Manager window is split into five areas. The actual contents of these areas may
vary based on the current selection.
1) Main Menu / Toolbar
The main menu and toolbar give full access to the features of Team Coherence. Some menu
options are dependent on the current selection, and the Action menu is also available as a context
menu when right-clicking in some of the other windows.
2) Folder Pane
The Folder Pane is used to display the Projects and Folders contained in a Repository. In addition,
it gives access to the Locked Files object and, if you are an Admin user, access to the Recycle Bin.
Right-clicking on any object in this pane will display a context menu based on the current selection.
Selecting an object in this pane will cause the Files Pane to update based on this selection.
3) Files Pane
The Files pane displays the list of objects directly contained by the object selected in the Folder
Pane. Depending on the current selection, this is normally a list of the files and folders contained
within this object. Right-clicking on any object in this pane will display a context menu based on the
current selection.
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Selecting an object, or multiple objects, in this pane will cause the Detail and Information panes to
update based on this selection.
4) Detail Pane
The detail pane displays details for the currently selected object in the Folder or File pane,
depending on which is currently active. It contains a number of pages based on the current
selection and may contain pages created by addin applications. Dependent on the selection, the
pages include:
· Notes - The notes page allows HTML or notes to be attached to the selected object.
· Revisions - If the current selection is a file, the revisions contained by that file will be listed.
· New Files - If the current selection is a folder, this page will list any files or folders in the local
directory associated with that folder that have not yet been archived.
· Issues - If you have installed the TC Tracker addin, any issues associated with the currently
selected files will be displayed in this pane.
5) Information Pane
The contents of the Information Pane are based on the current selection in any of the other panes.
It gives more details about the currently selected object(s) and also, dependent on the object,
provides shortcut links to some of the most common Version Control actions.

4.4.2

Information Pane
The contents of this pane are based on the current selection in any of the other panes. It gives
more details about the currently selected object(s) and also, dependent on the object, provides
shortcut links to some of the most common Version Control actions.
These actions are in the form of Hyperlinks and are initially displayed closed up to allow more
object information to be displayed:

Clicking on the Options hyperlink will expand the list of actions:

The list of actions will be depend on the currently selected objects, but normally includes:
Get the latest version of this <object>
Clicking this will display the Get dialog box before performing a Get on the selected objects.
Open (& Get) this <object>
Clicking this link will display the Get dialog before performing a Get on the selected objects and
opening the files in the relevant editors (based on file extension associations defined in Windows
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Explorer).
If you do not want the Get dialog to be displayed, and simply want Team Coherence to get the
latest version and open the files, then make sure that Show Get dialog when using 'Open' link is
unchecked in the Tools/Options dialog box.
Work with this <object>
Clicking this link will display the Checkout dialog before performing a Checkout on the selected
objects and opening the files in the relevant editors (based on file extension associations defined in
Windows Explorer).
If you do not want the Checkout dialog to be displayed, and simply want Team Coherence to
checkout the latest version and open the files, then make sure that Show Checkout dialog when
using 'Work with' link is unchecked in the Tools/Options dialog box.
Check your changes in
Clicking this link will display the Checkin dialog before checking the current selection in.
View <object> properties
Displays the property dialog associates with the current selection
View Differences
Displays the relevant difference viewer to show differences between two revisions of a file, or
between the latest revision and the workfile.

4.4.3

Locked Files
Selecting the Locked Files icon in the Folder Pane lists all the users created in this repository:

If you select a user, the Files Pane will list all the files locked by that user. This view is mainly to
allow you to see at a glance which files are locked by a user, but the context menu allows you to
checkin files that are locked by yourself.
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5

Tasks

5.1

Common Tasks
This section will outline how to carry out some common tasks in Team Coherence. This is by no
means an exhaustive list of the features available in Team Coherence, but is meant to help get you
up to speed quickly.
In most cases we will use Version Manager to illustrate how things are handled, but obviously
many of these tasks can be carried out through the respective IDE interfaces. The respective IDE
manuals detail these methods.
A later section called Scenarios will restate some of the topics listed in this section but in the
context of working examples.
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

5.1.1

Getting Files
Check-out Files to be Modified
Check-in Modified Files
Creating Version Labels
Baseline a Project or Folder
Renaming a Project
Setting Working Paths
Checking in all your locked files
Finding Files

Getting Files
Performing a Get on files is the process of getting a local read-only copy of the archived files. This
could be to make sure that you are working with the most up to date versions of these files or to
get a local copy of a past version of a project.
There are several methods of doing this, including through the IDE of your development tool, but
the easiest method is to use Version Manager
· Synchronize
· Get

5.1.1.1

Synchronize
Synchronizing with the current view is a quick method of making sure that you have the most up to
date revision of all the files in the current View.
In Version Manager,
1) Select the project or folder you are working on in the left hand Folder Pane.
2) Right-click, or select Action from the main menu.
3) Select Synchronize with View
Team Coherence will locate all changed and new files for the current selection and will perform a
get on the latest revision of these files. This makes sure that you have a local copy of latest
revision of all the required files for your project.
By default, Synchronize with View gets the latest versions of files that are marked as Out of Date
or Missing. If you want to include files shown as Modified that are not checked out to you, choose
Tools/Options/Other and check the Include Modified (not locked) files when Synchronizing
checkbox.
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Get
Performing a Get on selected files gives you more control over what Revision or Version of the files
you are getting, and allows you to assign a Version Label to each file as it is updated.
To perform a Get, select the relevant object(s) in Version Manager and select Action/Get... from
the main menu. The Get Files dialog box will be displayed:

The Get Files dialog box is the same as the one used during the Check Out process, but only
options relevant to doing a refresh will be enabled.
Revision – Enter a specific revision of the files to refresh. Generally, unless you were getting a
single file, it would not make sense to specify a revision.
Version – Select an existing Version Label to get that particular Version of the files.
Check out to – Enter the root directory to get these files to. If this option is disabled, it normally
means that the files you are getting do not have a common root directory.
Overwrite writable files – If this option is checked, any local files that are writable will be
overwritten with the read-only copy being refreshed. If you check this option you should be aware
that, when getting files, Team Coherence does not check the lock status of the files.
Leave the workfile Writable - If this option is checked, the local file will be made writable after the
get has been performed. This option is not recommended since the local file can be modified
without checking the file out first.
Ignore Locked Files - If checked, TC will not attempt to get files that are already checked out to
you.
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Assign Version during check out – During the process of getting files, you have the option of
assigning a new Version Label to the revision of each file that is refreshed.
Check out by Date - Entering a date here overrides the Revision and Version fields in the General
tab. If set, only the latest versions of the files checked in on or before this date will be retrieved.
Useful to get a copy of the source for a specific day when you can't use a Version Label.
When you press the OK button, the selected files will be refreshed. The actual revision of the files
that is refreshed will be based on the criteria you entered in this dialog.
See also: Scenario 2

5.1.2

Check-out files to be modified
Before you can modify a file that has been archived by Team Coherence, you need to check out
that file. Checking out a file makes the local copy of the file writable so that you can modify it and
also places a lock on the archive. A locked archive does not necessarily stop other developers
from modifying the file. Multiple locks can exist for a file if the server has been configured to allow
this.
To check out a file from within your development tool (depending on the interface), make that file
the current one and select Workgroups / Checkout from the main menu.To check out file(s),
folder(s), or a project from within Version Manager, select the relevant objects and right-click, or
select Action, and select Checkout.
You will be presented with the check out dialog box to allow you to select the revision or version of
the files you are checking out and to specify a location for the files:
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Revision – Enter a specific revision of the files to check out. Generally, unless you were checking
out a single file, it would not make sense to specify a revision.
Version – Select an existing Version Label to check out that particular Version of the files.
Lock Comments - Enter some text that describes what you are about to do with these files. This
enables other users to see the reason why you have checked out these files. In addition, these
comments can be used when checking in the files. Right-clicking in this box allows you to retrieve
previously entered comments.
Check out to – Enter the root directory to check out these files to. If this option is disabled, it
normally means that the files you are checking out do not have a common root directory.
Overwrite writable files – If this option is checked, any local files that are writable will be
overwritten with the copy being checked out. If the check out process encounters any writable files,
and you already have them locked, they will not be overwritten.
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Assign Version during check out – During the check out process, you have the option of
assigning a new Version Label to the revision of each file that is checked out.
The Assign Version list will only display visible labels. To use a label that is marked as hidden, use the button
with the ellipsis (...) to select it
If the label being attached has an associated Branch Base Label (see Version Labels), and the Version Label has
not yet been associated with the file, both the Label and the Branch Base Label will be applied to the relevant revision.
Version Comments – If you assign a Version Label, you can enter comments to be attached to
that Version Label.
Check out by Date - Entering a date here overrides the Revision and Version fields in the General
tab. If set, only the latest versions of the files checked in on or before this date will be retrieved.
Useful to get a copy of the source for a specific day when you can't use a Version Label.
When you press the OK button, the selected files will be checked out. The actual revision of the
files that is checked out will be based on the criteria you entered in this dialog.
See also: Scenario 2

5.1.3

Check-in modified files
Once you have finished modifying files, it is important to check them back in to allow other users to
access your changes.
Checking in a file creates a new revision in the archive if the file has been modified, and releases
the lock on the file. By default it will also make the local copy of the file read-only so that it can't be
modified.
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Because other developers may use the files you check in, it is important to make sure that they at least
compile before checking them in.
To check in a file from within your development tool (depending on the interface), make that file the
current one and select Workgroups / Checkin from the main menu. To check in file(s), folder(s),
or a project from within Version Manager, select the relevant objects and right-click, or select
Action, and select Checkin.
You will be presented with the check in dialog box to allow you to assign a Version Label to the files
and to specify what to do once the files are checked in:

Comments - Enter comments to describe the changes made to the files being checked in. These
comments will be applied to all files being checked in. Right-clicking in this box allows you to
retrieve previously entered comments.
Version Label – If you want to attach a Version Label to the new revision of the file once it is
checked in, select a Version Label using the ellipsis (...) button. The Version selection dialog box
allows you to create a new version label.
The Version Label list will only display visible labels. To use a label that is marked as hidden, use the button with
the ellipsis (...) to select it
Move existing version label to new revision – If you wish to move an existing Version Label to
the new revision, check this box. If the Version Label you are assigning to the file already exists for
a file, it will be removed from it's existing revision and attached to the revision created when the file
is checked in.
Force Branch on the new revision – If the file being checked in is not to become part of the main
development stream, check this box. When the file is checked in, a branch revision will be created.
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If the Label you are attaching to the new revision has an associated Branch Base Label (see Version Labels), both
the 'Move Existing' and 'Force Branch' options will be disabled. This is because branching will be handled
automatically.
Prompt for Comments for each file - Checking this option, you can assign comments for each
modified file being checked in. If this is left unchecked, the comment entered will be applied to all
files being checked in.

Checkin if Unchanged - If this option is checked (default), all locked revisions will be unlocked
whether or not there are any changes to the file. If this is unchecked, all unchanged files will remain
locked.
Maintain a Lock on the new revision - If this option is checked, once the file is checked in, the
new revision of the file will be locked again. This allows you to check in changes to allow others to
get these changes while keeping a lock on the files to continue working on them.
Once Checked in
Leave the local file readonly - Once the file is checked in, the local copy of the file will be made
readonly to prevent accidental modification.
Delete the workfile – once checked in, the local workfile will be deleted.
Make the file writable – once checked in, the local workfile will be left writable, but the archive will
not be locked.
Default – Check this box to make the current settings in the Options page the default settings for
subsequent check in actions.
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Difference - Switching to the Files page of this dialog allows you to check what changes were
made to any of the files being checked in. Selecting a file and pressing the Difference button will
execute the Difference Viewer against this file.
Pressing the OK button will check in the relevant files. The state of any local workfiles will be
dependent on the options you select above.
See also: Scenario 3

5.1.4

Creating Version Labels
Version Labels are simply placeholders. Any revision of a file can have an unlimited number of
Version Labels attached to it. Version Labels are useful when you want to mark a particular
revision of a file for use later in the context of multiple files.
To modify or create new Version Labels, display the Version Manager dialog by selecting Tools /
Version Labels... from the main menu:
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This dialog box lists all Version Labels defined in the current repository. In this dialog you can
define the visibility of labels using the checkboxes. If a label is unchecked it will not appear in
normal Version Label selection boxes, but will still be available for selection through other means.
This helps to reduce the number of Version Labels that build up over time being listed, while still
maintaining them for historical integrity.
Note that only Admin users can change the visibility of labels
Selecting a label allows you to modify its properties by clicking on the Modify... button.
To delete a Version Label, select it and press the Delete button. If you delete a Version Label, this
label will be removed from all revisions containing it and, potentially, Views may become undefined.
A new label can be created by clicking on the New... button:
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Enter the name for the Version Label. Anything can be entered here, but should describe the
purpose of the label. You can also enter a description of the label in the Comments box.
The Label Root field allows you to specify a Project that will be the owner of the Label. Click on the
button with the ellipsis (...) to choose an existing project, or click on the G button to make the label
Global to the repository. By default, all new labels will be global.
The Label Root field specifies what labels are accessible when labels are assigned. Depending on
the scope of the action, only labels within the selected Project, and labels marked as Global will be
visible in the drop-down lists.
Changing the scope (Label Root) of a label will not affect instances where the label has already been applied
outside of the new scope.
The Branch Base Label field allows you to create a special branching label. When the Version
Label is initially applied to a file, both the Label and the Branch Base Label will be applied at the
same time to the same revision. If, subsequently, this label is applied during a checkin, and both
the Label and the Branch Base Label are attached to the same revision, a Branch revision will be
created and the Label will be moved to the new revision.
For more information on Branch Base Labels, see Version Labels.
Version Labels can be modified at any time and all changes will be applied to all files containing the
Version Label.
The Security page of this dialog box allows you to define who is allowed to Modify the label as well
as who can assign or remove the label:
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By default, the label is created so that All users can carry out all actions. The settings are as
follows:
Access: The users and groups listed here can specify who is allowed to do what.
Modify/Delete: The users and groups listed here are allowed to modify the label and can also
permanently delete the label.
Assign/Remove: The users and groups listed here can assign the label to files and can also
remove/move labels.

5.1.5

Baseline a project or folder
As you develop your project you will reach certain stages where you want to 'remember' the state
of the files involved in that project. For example, you would probably want to baseline a beta
release of your software so that, if any bugs are reported, you know which revisions of each file
were in that particular release.
Once all the files in your project have reached a stage where you want to do this make sure all files
are checked in and select the project in Version Manager. Select Action/Assign Version Label…
from the main menu, or right-click and select Assign Version Label…
Version Labels can be as descriptive as you like, but normally reflect the status of the project at
that time. For example, Beta 1, RC1, etc. You can also add a description for the Version Label.
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Drop down the Version Label list to select an existing label or press the ellipsis (...) button to
create a new Version Label. The comments assigned to the selected label will be displayed in the
Comments box.
The Version Label list will only display visible labels. To use a label that is marked as hidden, use
the button with the ellipsis to select it.
If the label is already assigned to a revision in any of the files, and you want to move all instances
of this label to the current tip revision, make sure and check the Move existing label checkbox.
When you press the OK button, the Version Label you entered will be added to the latest revision
(i.e. the current revision) of all the selected Files.
It is important to remember that Version Labels are attached to a revision of a file as opposed to
being related to the timestamp of the file at the time the version was created. This allows you to
subsequently move the Version Label or add the same Version Label to a new file at a later date.
When checking a file out, or refreshing the local files, you can enter a Version Label in the check
out dialog box to retrieve that particular version of the file. Version handling and Views will be
discussed later in this manual.
If the label you are attaching has an associated Branch Base Label (see Version Labels), both the Label and the
Branch Base Label will be applied to the revision if neither has already been assigned.
See also: Scenario 4

5.1.6

Renaming a Project
By default, the name of a project is defined by the name of the root directory containing the files as
they are checked in or, if a project is checked in via one of the IDE interfaces, the project is
generally the filename of the main project file. Obviously, this name is not always very descriptive.
As the name assigned to a Project in Team Coherence does not affect the underlying filename of
any source files, you can rename any project to a more descriptive name. To rename a Project,
select the required project, right-click and select Properties. The Project Properties dialog will be
displayed:
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If you have the correct access privileges, you can rename the project by entering a new name in
the edit box and pressing the OK button.

5.1.7

Setting Working Paths
The working path of a folder is the default directory that the files contained in that folder will be
checked out or refreshed to. By default, all folders will take on the working path of the files when
they were initially added to Team Coherence.
It is important to note at this point that the working path for each folder is dependent on the currently selected
View. Views will be discussed in a later section.
Individual users have the option of specifying different folders to use as the default. To change the
default working path for a folder, select the required folder, right-click and select Properties. The
Folder Properties dialog will be displayed:
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In this dialog, Default is the default path that all users will use if they don't specify another one. It is
defined centrally and, if modified, will affect all users who have not specified a User path. You will
only be able to change this value if you have the correct privileges.
If you enter a new path in the User edit box, that path will be used as the default path for all actions
on the files contained in this folder. Changing this path affects only the current user.
It is also possible to include Environment Variables in either the Default or User paths. To use an
environment variable, enclose it with percentage (%) characters. For example:
%MSDevDir%\Projects\Team Coherence. When the path is referenced, the environment
variable(s) will be expanded.
You can specify several User Defined paths for the same folder by using the Views feature. Views
will be discussed later in this manual.
See also: Scenario 2

5.1.8

Checking in all your locked files
If you check out files to modify them and don't check them in before going on to the next file, you
can quickly lose track of just which files you have checked out. This is particularly important to
other users when changes made to one file depend on changes to another file and only one of the
files is checked in when the other users get the latest revision.
Obviously, Version Manager will display the locked files if you view the folder containing these files
but, if the project has multiple folders, it can be tedious to locate and check-in individual files.
To help with remembering which files you and others have checked out, you can use the Locked
Files view. This view lists, by user, all files that are currently checked out. This gives you a
convenient method of checking in all your locked files.
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To check in all or some of the files you have checked out, select your username from the displayed
list, select the files you want to check in, and select Actions / Checkin... from the main menu.
You can also use this view to check which files other users have currently got checked out.
See also: Scenario 3

5.1.9

Finding files
In large projects with deep folder hierarchies, it can be difficult to locate a file. For this reason, and
to help with a number of tasks, Version Manager utilizes a complex search dialog. To display the
find dialog, select Edit/Search from the main menu:

You can specify multiple criteria for your search and the results will be displayed in the search
form. A typical search would be to locate all files with a particular extension, modified within a
certain period:

... currently modified on disk, or out of date files:
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...and currently locked by a certain user:

When you press the Find Now button, the search results will be displayed in a pane below the
criteria:
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The result set can span multiple projects and folders and you have full access to the context menu
for the selected files to allow you to check in and out files, view properties, add Version Labels and
Promote.

5.1.10 Using Keywords
Team Coherence provides several keyword macros that can be placed in your files. These
keywords will be expanded when files are checked in. This useful feature can help document your
code and also provides useful information.
Note that keyword expansion will only be applied to files with the extensions recorded in the File
Groups dialog box.
The main keyword you can use is $Log:. This keyword provides a method of documenting your
code. It will be expanded to include commented Revision and Version information in the file.
Other keywords that can be used are :
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

$Revision:$ - is expanded to contain the revision number
$Version:$ - is expanded to contain the version label
$Author:$ - is expanded to contain the name of person checking in the revision.
$RevDate:$ - is expanded to contain the date of the revision
$RevComments:$ - is expanded to contain the revision comments.
$ModDate:$ - is expanded to contain the date the file was modified.
$ProjectName:$ - is expanded to contain the name of the project
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· $NoExpand$ - no keywords will be expanded beyond this point for this file
If you have defined a Prefix (see Options/Other) this will be inserted in front of the text that is used
in the expansion.
For example, if your prefix is '=', and you are expanding $Revision:$, the result will be:
$Revision:=1.0$
Without the prefix, it would be:
$Revision:1.0$

5.1.11 Command Line
Commandline parameters allow you to create shortcuts to Team Coherence for various scenarios.
There is no defined order for the parameters. The following commandline parameters can be
passed to the executable:
· /NOSPLASH prevents displaying of the splashscreen during startup
· /M=<ModuleName> selects the relevant module. <ModuleName> can be one of the following:
Version Control
TC Tracker
TC Builder
For example, the following will start up Team Coherence and select the Tracker module:
TCMain.exe /m="TC Tracker"
· /V=<ViewName> selects the view <ViewName> at startup where <ViewName> is the name as it
appears in the dropdown list in Version Manager. <ViewName> should be enclosed in Quotes if
it contains spaces.
· /R=<RepositoryName> selects the repository <RepositoryName> at startup. The repository
name is the name defined in Connection Manager. For example, the following selects the
connection that defines the Team Coherence repository:
TCMain.exe /r="Team Coherence"
· /B=<BuildFileName> opens the specified file in the TC Builder module.
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Advanced Tasks
This section describes some of the more advanced functionality of Team Coherence
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

5.2.1

Checking out a non-tip Revision
Checking in a non-tip Revision
Checking out to a Different Location
Merging Changes
Promoting Files
Sharing Files between Projects and Folders
Using Views
User Options
Administrative Tasks

Checking out a non-tip revision
It is common to want to check out a revision of a file other than the tip revision, for example to fix a
bug in a previous release of a project. This is made easier if the revision of the files you want to
check out have been marked with a Version Label, but it is not necessary to have done so.
However, to check out the same revision of multiple files would not normally make sense.
To check out a non tip revision, select the objects in Version Manager and select Action/Check
out from the main menu. This displays the Check Out dialog box:

Enter the revision of the file you want to check out, or select a Version Label from the drop-down
box. When you press the OK button, that particular Revision or Version of the file will be checked
out.
See also: Scenario 5
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Checking in a non-tip revision
There are a couple of scenarios where you may need to check in a non-tip revision. Most obvious
is if you have checked out a non-tip revision, but it may also occur if parallel development is
enabled. In this case, several users may have checked out the same file and others have checked
in their changes before you get a chance.
Since Team Coherence remembers where files were checked out to and which revisions of these
files were checked out, it is not necessary to specify a revision when checking in files. Any non-tip
revisions that are checked in will result in a branch revision being created if the file has changed.
To check-in files, including non-tip revisions, select the relevant objects in Version Manager and
select Action/Checkin:

Enter a comment for the new revisions and press the OK button. Once the objects have been
checked in, the status dialog box will be displayed:
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Any files where a non-tip revision was checked in, and a new revision was branched, will be
highlighted in the status dialog.
A Branch revision is a revision where a new line of development has begun and is indicated in
Version Manager by a new level of revision caption (for example, the first branch of revision 1.1 will
be 1.1.1.0):

See also: Scenario 5

5.2.3

Checking out or Refreshing to a different location
It is common to want to check out or get a file to a directory other than the default location. For
example, you may want to view code in a previous revision of a file, but have untested changes in
the current revision and don't want to check in these changes.
To check out or get files to a directory other than the default, select the object(s) in Version
Manager and select Action / Checkout, or Action / Refresh, from the main menu. This displays
the check out dialog box:
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At the bottom of the dialog you can enter a new path to check the files out to. If this option is
disabled, it means that the objects selected do not have a common root directory.
If you change the check out directory, the new path will be used as the root for all the files being
checked out. The actual directory structure will be preserved, but under a different root.
Note that, since Team Coherence remembers where a file was checked out to, and you may have
multiple versions of a file in different directories, the file can only be checked in from the directory it
was checked out to.

5.2.4

Undo Checkout
It is sometimes necessary to abandon changes you have made to a file during development. For
example you may want to try out some changes to a file and, if the changes do not work, you need
to get back to the files original state.
If you have checked out a file but want to revert the file to the state it was in before you began your
changes, select the file and choose Action/Other/Undo check out from the main menu. You will
be prompted for confirmation before the action is carried out.
Undo check out is the equivalent of Unlocking the file and performing a Get (with Overwrite
Writable checked).
This action is not reversible and all changes to the local files will be lost

5.2.5

Merging changes
If a revision has been branched off from the main line of development it may be necessary to apply
the changes in that revision to the main line. For example, after checking out an old version of a file
to fix a bug, a new branch will be created when that file is checked back in. If the bug fix has to be
applied to the main line of development, you will need to merge these changes with the tip revision.
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To merge revisions, you can use the Difference Viewer. The Difference Viewer provides a side-byside view of two revisions of a file, or a specified revision and the current work file. If the work file is
writable, the changes in the revision can be applied to the work file.
To merge a branch into the main line of development, first check out the tip revision of the main
line:

Then select the branched revision and select Action/Differences/<filename> from the main
menu.
If there are multiple files in this group (see file groups), the process will have to be repeated for each file.
The difference viewer will be displayed:

The difference viewer can be used to apply changes from one file to another. In this case, we want
to apply the relevant changes in the branched revision to the work file. The Difference Viewer will
be described in another section but, once the changes have been applied to the work file, closing
the Difference Viewer prompts you to save the changes.
Checking in the file, with the changes, effectively applies the changes made in the branch revision
to the new tip revision.
See also: Scenario 6
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Promoting Files
Promoting a file is the process of moving a particular revision of the file from one stage of the
development process to the next. For example, when a developer is happy with a file and it is
ready for testing, they would promote that particular version of the file to the Testing promotion
level. The person responsible for testing would then refresh all files at the Testing promotion level
and run the tests. Meanwhile, the developer could continue modifications to that file.
Using Promotional Modeling is a method of guaranteeing that all files involved in a particular release go
through certain predefined steps in the development process.
To promote file(s) to the next level in the promotional hierarchy, select the relevant objects in
Version Manager and select Action/Promote to <xxx>, where <xxx> is the next higher promotion
level.
Before the files are promoted you will be presented with the following dialog box to allow you to
review the selection criteria applied to the files you are promoting:

In particular, the current View (if any) is displayed along with the selection criteria that that view
defines. If you are happy with the criteria, pressing the OK button will promote all selected files to
the next promotion level.
In order to promote files from one promotion level to the next, you must have defined and selected
a View based on the promotion level below the one you want to promote to. With this view active,
selecting Action / Promote to <xxx> will promote the selected files to the next higher level:
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If you need to make changes to a revision of a file that is at a particular promotion level, for
example to fix a bug reported by QA, you need to re-promote the fixed files through the relevant
promotion levels.
The concept of Views and Promotion Levels can be difficult to grasp so are best described using
examples. Real-world examples of how Views and Promotion Levels can be used can be found in
the Scenarios section of this manual.
See also: Scenario 7

5.2.7

Demoting Files
It is sometimes necessary to remove files from a promotion level if, for example, they were added
in error, or the files have been removed from development.
To demote file(s) from a level in the promotional hierarchy:
· Select a promotion-level View that contains the files.
· Select the relevant objects in Version Manager.
· Select Action/Demote.
After confirmation, the selected files will be removed from all promotion levels.
It is important to note that the file will be removed from all promotion levels and, if still needed for a particular build,
will need to be re-promoted. If a file contains bugs and needs to be redeveloped, it is better to simply make the
changes to the file at the <default> level and to re-promote the changes through the various levels.
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Stopping Development of Files
It is sometimes necessary to stop development of certain files. For example when a set of utility
functions has reached a stable state, or when modification of a shared file could have an adverse
effect on a number of projects. In this case, you can prevent checkout or locking of a file (and
subsequent checking in of changes) by Freezing that file.
In order to freeze development of a file you need to be logged in as an Admin user. First of all,
make sure that all the relevant files have been checked in and select the files you want to freeze.
Choose Action/Other/Freeze from the main menu.
Once completed, it will no longer be possible for users to check out or lock the files.
Thawing files
To reverse the process, and to allow modification of the files, use the Thaw option.

5.2.9

Deploying Folders
Team Coherence supports the concept of Web Folders through the WebDeploy.dll addin. This
addin is installed in the client automatically.
Defining a folder as a Web Folder allows you to quickly publish the latest version of the files that
are contained by the folder to a web server or another folder. You can define multiple destinations
using either network shares or ftp.
Only users with Access rights to a folder can define the Web Folder and deploy the files. To define
a folder as a Web Folder, right-click on the folder and select Action / Properties... from the main
menu. If you have the correct access rights, an additional page will appear in the dialog:

The folder (and all its contents) will be deployed to the listed locations when the folder is selected
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and you choose Web/Deploy Folder... from the main menu. When deploying the files, Team
Coherence will get the latest versions of the files to a temporary folder before deploying them.
Note that only users with Access rights to the folder will see this additional page in the Folder
Properties dialog box.
If a folder has been defined as a Web Folder, it appears with a slightly different icon in Version
Manager:

If you select this folder, the Web/Deploy Folder... menu option is enabled to allow users with the
correct access to deploy the contents.
Note that this command is useful in many instances other than Web site deployment; for example,
if you have a set of product specification .doc files that you want to publish to a public server.

5.2.10 Sharing Files between Projects and Folders
Sharing files is a powerful method of promoting the reuse of objects. This chapter explains why you
would want to do this, and the means of doing it.
· Reason for Sharing Files
· How to Share Files
5.2.10.1 Reasons for sharing files
There are many situations where you may have some shared code that is used by several projects.
The code may be utility routines or components, but exactly the same code is used in each project.
One way of handling this is to have a copy of the shared files in each project, but changes made to
one copy of the file will not be reflected in the other copies. A far better method of sharing
components is to have all projects share the same copy of the component archives. Thus, any
changes will be reflected in all projects.
When defining your project structure in Team Coherence, it is good practice to create a single
project that can be used to hold all shared files. When files or components that are likely to be
shared by other projects are added to the repository, they should be added to this project (this can
also be done retrospectively using drag-drop).
This is all very well, but what do you do when assigning Version Labels and carrying out other
actions (for example getting the latest copy of the shared components). In this case, you would
have to remember to assign the Version Labels being assigned to a project to the individual shared
components it uses (that are contained in another project or folder). This is tedious and prone to
errors.
To simplify this process and to associate the shared objects with any project or folder, Team
Coherence supports the concept of Virtual Archives.
5.2.10.2 How to share files
Team Coherence supports the concept of Virtual Archives. A Virtual Archive is an archive that
contains no information or revisions, but simply points to the actual archive. A Virtual Archive
becomes part of the Project it is contained by, so can be viewed and acted upon as if it was part of
that project. There can be any number of Virtual Archives pointing to the same archive and all
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changes to the Virtual Archive are applied to all other copies.
There are two ways to share a file in Team Coherence:
Copy & Paste
1) Select the files and/or folders you want to share and select Edit / Copy from the main menu.
This copies the objects to the clipboard.
2) Select the folder that you want to place the shared files and select Edit / Paste from the main
menu.
3) If you answer Yes to the confirmation prompt, new Virtual Archives will be placed in the selected
folder.
Drag Drop
1) Select the objects you want to share in the Files pane and start dragging them.
2) As you are dragging the objects, press and hold down the Ctrl key.
3) Drop the objects on the folder where you want to place the shared files.

Shared files display using an extra icon (

) to show that the file is shared.

The root of the share is displayed using an extra icon (
copy of the file:
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Selecting a shared file in the folder pane will display the details of the actual archive.
Now, when you baseline your project, or get the latest version, etc, it will include the shared file.
Note that the Virtual Archive will use the default working path of the folder that contains it.

5.2.11 Using Views
A View is perhaps the most powerful tool available in Team Coherence when it comes to managing
multiple versions of a project. At their simplest, Views allow you to filter which projects, files, and
revisions are displayed in Version Manager.
Working with previous versions of a project then simply becomes a case of selecting a View. Once
defined and selected, as far as the user is concerned they will be working on the latest version of
the project. All branching, synchronizing, reassignment of Version Labels, etc are handled
automatically by Team Coherence whether working through Version Manager, or your selected
IDE interface.
In addition, if required, the default working path for the files in any View can be different for each
View, or can be based on the <default> View.
Views are accessible via the toolbar in Version Manager:

The drop-down list provides access to all user and shared views. It always contains at least one
entry, which is the <default> view. The <default> view cannot be modified as it is the view that
displays all projects and all files and represents the most current line of development.
To create or modify a view select the Tools / Views... option from the menu to display the View
Manager dialog:
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This dialog lists all the defined views for the current user. To modify a View select it in the list and
press the Modify... button. To add a new View, press the New button.
There are three types of View you can create:
· Version
· Promotion
· Date
Shared Views are available to all users connected to a repository, however shared views can only
be created by Admin users.
5.2.11.1 Date Based Fiter
When defining a View based on a Date, you are presented with a list of all Projects in the current
repository and a calendar control to select the date. Defining the filter is simply a case of checking
the projects to be included and the date you want to filter by:
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Note that Views based on a Date are read-only.
Making a Project/Date View the current view will force Team Coherence to carry out all actions on
the latest revision of the files visible on or before the selected date in the selected projects. When
viewing files in Version Manager, only files that match the View settings will be displayed, and only
revisions up to and including that Date will be displayed.
Additionally, all folder working paths are specific to that View. Changing the default working path for
a folder while a view is active changes it only for that View. In this way, you can work on different
versions of a project simultaneously by keeping the working source for each version in a different
location.
When a Date based view is active, you cannot check in/out files or lock them.
For more information on Views, and working with multiple versions, check out the Scenarios
section of this manual.
See also: Scenario 5 and Scenario 7

5.2.11.2 Project/Version filter
When defining a View based on a Project/Version filter, you are presented with a list of all Projects
in the current repository and all Version Labels that have been assigned to these projects. Defining
the filter is simply a case of checking the projects to be included and which version of these
projects to view:
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Note that, with Views based on a Version Label, there is no requirement to select a Version Label.
In this case, the filter will default to the tip revision of files in the selected projects.
Making a Project/Version View the current view will force Team Coherence to carry out all actions
on that particular version of the files in the selected projects. When viewing files in Version
Manager, only files that match the View settings will be displayed, and only revisions up to and
including that Version Label will be displayed.
Additionally, all folder working paths are specific to that View. Changing the default working path for
a folder while a view is active changes it only for that View. In this way, you can work on different
versions of a project simultaneously by keeping the working source for each version in a different
location.
When a view is active, check out actions will automatically insert the Version Label that the view is
based on in the Check Out dialog box. When checking in modified files, the Version Label will be
added to the Check In dialog box, and the Move existing version label to new revision
checkbox will be checked to make sure that the new revision is included in the view.
From version 7.1.2.98, Version Labels can be associated with a Branch Base Label to improve automatic
branching functionality. If a Version Label with an associated Branch Base Label is used in a View, branching is
automatically applied from the point where the Label and its associated Branch Base Label are attached to the same
revision. This ensures that changes made to a previous version of the software do not overlap (i.e. where the relevant
version of the file is both the version being modified and the current tip revision in the <development> View).
For more information on Views, and working with multiple versions, check out the Scenarios
section of this manual.
If a user selects a View based on a Version Label that they do not have Assign access to, the View will be readonly and the user will not be able to check files in or out.
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See also: Scenario 5 and Scenario 7
5.2.11.3 Promotion Level filter
Views based on a Promotion Level are slightly different from that of a Project/Version filter in that
Promotion Level views are read-only. This basically means that, when these views are active, you
cannot check out or check in files.

Promotional views are used to view all files at a particular level in the promotional hierarchy. Users
can get a read-only copy of all the files at a particular promotional level but cannot modify them.
Note that not all promotion levels will be visible to all users. For example, developers normally do
not require access to the QA or Production levels and similarly, QA do not normally require access
to the Testing level.
See also: Scenario 5 and Scenario 7

5.2.12 User Options
There are many configurable options for Team Coherence. To display the Options dialog box,
select Tools / Options... from the main menu.
The options dialog box is split into 10 sections:
·
·
·
·
·

General
Display Options
Difference Viewer
File Viewer
Notes Editor
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Columns
Check In/Out
Other
Addins
Context Menu

5.2.12.1 General
The general page allows you to define which panels are visible and the behavior of these panels:

Show the Folder panel - The folder panel gives a hierarchical view of the projects and folders in a
repository and allows quick access to the Locked Files and Recycle Bin objects.
Show the Detail list - The detail list contains the pages that give additional information about the
currently selected object(s).
Include New Files panel - If this is unchecked, the panel that displays the new files found in
the folder working directory will not be displayed.
Show the Html detail Panel - This panel displays detailed information about the currently selected
objects, in addition to a set of quick links for common actions.
Show 'Options' hyperlinks - this checkbox switches on and off the quick links available when
certain objects are selected. These links are in an expandable 'Options' link.
Show a scrollbar in this panel - By default, the scrollbar is disabled for this panel. If you are
working on a small screen, or simply want to be able to scroll through the details in this panel,
check this box.
Click delay - As you navigate through the folder view and the file view, other panes need to be
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updated with details for the current selection. To avoid unnecessary refreshing of these detail
panes a delay is introduced so that the linked details are only updated when required. The delay is
in milliseconds.
Drag Delay - When dragging objects over the folder view the desired folder may not be expanded
or visible. This is the delay that you must hover over the folder in order for it to expand. The delay
is in milliseconds.
5.2.12.2 Display Options
Display options control how information is displayed in Version Manager.

Version Manager has the ability to display out of date and modified files in a different color. You
can specify the colors to use for the various states by double-clicking on the relevant text.
Use Color - If this is checked, Version Manager will display the status of files in the colours
specified above.
Highlight Folders containing Out of Date files - If this option is checked, the colour
highlighting will be extended to Folders where any of the folders contain Out of Date files.
Note, though, that this can affect performance.
Date Format – Enter the date format to use when displaying dates. This is a display option and
does not affect the way dates are stored.
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5.2.12.3 Difference Viewer
This page allows you define an external viewer to view differences

The Difference Viewer page allows you to integrate your own difference viewer with Team
Coherence. If you are not using the internal difference viewer, and the one you are using supports
command-line parameters, you can enter the details in the following fields:
Program – This specified the full path to the executable of the external difference viewer.
Parameters – Enter the command-line parameters to use when calling the viewer. The $LF, $LD,
$RF, $RD keywords will be expanded with the relevant information when the difference viewer is
displayed.
Not all file types can be viewed by the same difference viewer. For example, the bundled difference
viewer that comes with Team Coherence can only be used to compare text files. If you want to use
a different Difference Viewer for other file types, you can do so in the section below the main one.
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5.2.12.4 File Viewer
This page allows you to define which file extensions will be edited by the internal viewer.

By default, the internal viewer supplied with Team Coherence is used when viewing certain file
types. The internal viewer provides a simple editor with syntax highlighting for certain file types.
If you have another editor you would like to use for the selected file types, enter the details in the
Application and Parameters edit boxes.
The $FILE and $CAPT keywords, if present in the parameters field, will be expanded with the
relevant information when the editor is displayed.
To specify which files will be viewed by the internal editor, enter the file extensions of the file types,
separated by a semicolon, in the list provided.
All other file types will be viewed and edited by the associated application for that particular file type
as defined in Windows.
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5.2.12.5 Notes Editor
By default, Team Coherence uses the built-in editor for editing notes associated with objects. The
notes viewer has the ability to display basic HTML or plain text.

If you would rather use a different editor, enter the details in the Application and Parameters edit
boxes.
The $FILE and $CAPT keywords, if present in the parameters field, will be expanded with the
relevant information when the editor is displayed.
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5.2.12.6 Columns
This page allows you to select which fields are displayed in the relevant lists in Version Manager:

Checked fields will be displayed. If you want to change the order of these fields, or their widths, this
can be done by dragging and dropping columns in the relevant view pane.
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5.2.12.7 Check In/Out
This page displays options relating to checking files in and out:

Update the status of local files when Locking/Unlocking - By default, when locking or
unlocking files, Team Coherence will change the attributes of the local file to reflect the locked
status. If you do not want this to happen, uncheck this entry. Note that this option does not affect
Checkin or Checkout.
Show Checkout dialog when using 'Work With' link - By default, when clicking on the Work
With link, Team Coherence display the Checkout dialog box if the file is not already locked by you.
If this option is unchecked, Team Coherence will automatically checkout any files that are not
already checked out without displaying this dialog.
Show Get dialog when using 'Open' link - By default, when clicking on the Open link, Team
Coherence display the Get dialog box before getting the latest version from the server. If this option
is unchecked, Team Coherence will Get the latest version of the file from the server, unless it is
already locked by you, without displaying this dialog.
Force binary compare on Check in - By default, Version Manager uses a CRC32 calculation to
determine whether a file has changed when carrying out certain actions. This enables data transfer
between the client and server to be minimized. In some (rare) cases, it is possible that a modified
file can have the same CRC as the original. If this occurs, Check this box to force a binary
compare when Version Manager needs to find out whether files have changed.
Use matched open/close comments in $Log: - If this option is checked, matched comment pairs
will be used when entering the $Log: comments in the source files. Certain editors do not like
unmatched comment characters.
Ignore null characters during Keyword Expansion - During keyword expansion on specified file
types, the null character (#0) is treated as the end-of-file character. Certain editors can insert null
characters in the middle of file streams and these are treated normally by the editor. Checking this
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option causes Team Coherence to treat nulls in the middle of files as simply another character.
Pre-check files on Checkin - If checked, this option will double-check which files are locked by
you before displaying the Checkin dialog box. This means that the Checkin dialog box will only list
those files that are locked by you and will improve performance of the actual checkin process. If
unchecked, all files selected will be included, whether or not they are locked.
Respect lock context for shared files during CheckIn - When shared files are checked out, they
are marked as such for all shared copies. If you check in a file that has been checked out from
within another share, the file will be checked in regardless of which context it was checked out
under. If you check this option, only shared files checked out within the context of the current
checkin context will be checked in.
5.2.12.8 Other
This page is used for options that don't fit into any of the other categories:

Show the Status dialog if all actions are successful - After all actions the status dialog is
normally displayed, whether or not all the actions were successful. If you don't want this dialog box
to be displayed if all actions are successful, uncheck this box.
Perform background checks for changes - By default, Version Manager queries the server
periodically to determine whether the status of any files has been changed by another user. This is
done in a background thread but, if you don't want this action to happen, uncheck this option.
Remember last Username when prompted for login - By default, Team Coherence remembers
the username you used the last time you logged in. To prevent this name from being used for
subsequent logins, uncheck this box.
Allow multiple Instances of Team Coherence - By default, Team Coherence only allows one
instance of the main application to run at a time. If this option is checked, you can run multiple
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instances at the same time. This can be useful, combined with Command-line options, to allow you
to create desktop icons for your most frequently used repositories, etc.
Include Modified (not locked) files when Synchronizing - By default, Synchronize with View
gets the latest versions of files that are marked as Out of Date or Missing. If this option is checked,
Synchronize will also get the latest versions of files that are marked as modified locally as long as
they are not checked out to you or writable on-disk.
Double-click to Open File in List - If this option is checked, double-clicking on a file in the file list
will cause Team Coherence to perform a Get on the latest version (if it is not already checked out)
of the file and to open it in the associated editor. If this option is not checked, the File Properties
will be displayed.
Show Select Files Dialog when performing a Synchronize - If this option is checked (default), a
dialog listing all the files about to be Synchronized will be displayed before the action occurs. This
allows you to uncheck the files you don't want to include. If this option is unchecked, then the
Synchronize action will continue without confirmation.
Prefix keyword expansion with the following string - If you enter a string here, it will be used as
a prefix to the text inserted into keywords when they are expanded. This allows you a degree of
formatting for keywords.
5.2.12.9 Addins
This page allows you to integrate third-party addins with Team Coherence.

Team Coherence supports the addition of client-side addins as well as server-side addins. Addins
can extend the functionality of Version Manager, including the standard dialogs, and also supports
various trigger functions. For sample addins, including source code, visit our web site.
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5.2.12.10 Context Menu
This page allows you to select the items you want to see in the Context (right-click) menu.

In order to allow you to reduce the context menu items to those most frequently used, you can
select which items you want displayed. This only affects the context (right-click) menu and all items
will still be available in the Action menu.

5.2.13 Administrative Tasks
5.2.13.1 Defining a Promotional Model
A Promotional Model is a definition of the steps that a project or group of files need to go through
to be considered ready for production.
This section discusses how you can use Promotional Modelling to better organise the development
lifecycle.
· Promotion Levels
· Defining Promotion Levels
5.2.13.1.1 Promotion Levels

A Promotional Model is a definition of the steps that a project or group of files need to go through
to be considered ready for production.
When developing software, particularly when multiple projects/versions are involved, it can be quite
difficult to define which stage a particular release of a product is at. In particular, when many
people are involved, the whole exercise can be quite daunting. Using a combination of Promotion
Levels and Views, it is possible to control this process and simplify the development/testing of any
project.
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Put simply, Promotion Levels define the stages that your software goes through before it can be
released to the public. A typical example would be:
·
·
·
·

Development – developers work on the software
Testing – The software goes through initial testing
QA – the software goes through the QA process
Production – The software is considered safe to be released

In Team Coherence, there is no need for the Development level as this is defined in the default
<default> View.
Obviously, developers are not going to stop development of the software while it is tested.
Similarly, the QA process can't start until the Testing process is completed. Without a promotional
model, this process can cause bottlenecks and confusion.
This kind of scenario can be handled using Version Labels, but there is huge scope for error since
there is no simple method of guaranteeing that a particular department is working with the correct
version of the software, especially since the development process is continuing.
Defining Promotion Levels allows you to define, independently of the main development stream,
how your project progresses through the various stages. In a simple scenario, if we take the above
stages:

Developers would work using the default view. When happy with the files they are working on, they
would assign a Version Label to the files and promote the files to the first stage, Testing, and carry
on working.
Testers would select a View based on the Testing promotion level, and test the software. Any bugs
found would be reported to the developers who would fix the problem and re-promote the fixes to
the Testing level. Once the testers were happy with the results of their tests, they would promote
the files at the Testing level to the QA level.
QA would then run their tests on the project and if problems occur the files will be fixed in the
<default> level and re-promoted. When happy, QA would promote the final product to Production.
Since Views based on Promotion Levels are read-only, the only way fixes can be applied to any
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promotion level is to go back to the initial stage and re-promote the problem files through the
various stages again.
This ensures that, at the final promotion level, all files have progressed through all the defined
stages in development.
5.2.13.1.2 Defining Promotion Levels

To define promotion levels you must be an ADMIN user. Select Tools/Promotion Levels… from
the main menu:

Promotion Levels are defined on a repository basis. If you want to use different Promotion Levels
for different projects, you should put each project in a different repository.
Promotion Levels are listed from the first stage to the last. There is no need to define a
Development level as all revisions in a non-Promotion Level view are considered to be under
development.
You can use the Move Up and Move Down buttons to re-organize existing levels.
To create a new level or edit an existing one click the New or Modify buttons. This will display the
Promotion Level editor:
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Enter a name and a description for this level. The description is used, when promoting files, to give
the user more information.
In this dialog, there is another page called Security. Security is particularly important as it allows
you to define who is allowed to promote to this particular level, and who is able to create a view
based on this level:

In general, a user should be able to configure a view at the level they work at and should be able to
promote to the next higher level. For example, assuming you had defined user groups around the
promotion levels above:
Production
QA Department
Testers
Developers
1) Developers should not be allowed to view any promotion levels but should be able to promote
to Testing
2) Testers should be able to view based on the Testing promotion level and to promote only to
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the QA level
3) The QA Department should be able to view based on the QA promotion level and promote only
to the Production level.
Obviously these are only guidelines, but illustrate how the security levels can enforce rules based
on the promotional hierarchy you define.
See also: Scenario 7
5.2.13.2 Security
5.2.13.2.1 Users and Groups

One of the first things to do before defining security is to group users into logical groups according
to their function. User management in Team Coherence is carried out using the User Manager
dialog. This is accessible to ADMIN users by selecting Tools/User Manager…:

This dialog is split into two pages Users (above) and Groups. The Users page lists all users
defined for the current repository as well as the groups they belong to. To modify an existing User,
select the user and click the Properties button. To add a user, click the New button. This displays
the User Properties dialog box:
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The Name property is the name that the user logs in under. In addition, a valid password is
required. If you change the password for a user, they will need to enter the new password the next
time they log in.
The Groups page of the User Manager allows you to organize users into logical groups based on
their function:
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Groups can contain other groups as well as users, so care is required when defining the members
of a group. To modify an existing group, select the group and click the Properties button. To
create a new group and assign users to it, click on the New button:

To add and remove members of a group, click the Select button. This displays the Select Users
dialog that is also used elsewhere in Team Coherence when defining security:
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To add a user or group to the group, select the item in the upper list and click the Add button. To
remove an item, select the item in the lower list and click the Remove button. If you are adding a
group, Team Coherence will check for recursion (i.e. Group1 containing Group2 containing
Group1) and will disallow the action.
When you have finished selecting the members of the group, press the OK button to save your
changes.
5.2.13.2.2 Project and Folder security

The main security settings in Team Coherence are on Projects and Folders. Modifying security
settings at the Project level applies these settings to all sub-folders. Similarly modifying security
settings at the Folder level applies these settings to the Folder and its sub folders.
To define security settings for an entire Project, including its sub folders, select the project in
Version Manager and select Action/Properties… to display the Project Properties dialog box:
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If the options in this page are grayed out, including the checkbox, you don't have Access privileges
for this Project.
Access – users granted Access rights to a project are allowed to define access rights in the fields
of this dialog for this project only.
Modify – users granted Modify rights to a project are allowed to modify the Name and default
working path of this project and its sub folders.
Check In/Out – users granted Check In/Out access are allowed to check in and out any files in this
project or its sub folders.
View - only users granted View access can access this project in any way. The access they are
granted depends on the settings above.
When you press the OK button, these settings will be applied to all sub folders in this project.
To override the Project settings, you can define access levels for individual folders. Access to
Folder security settings is via the Properties dialog for the folder. To access this dialog, select the
folder in Version Manager and select Action/Properties… from the main menu:
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If the options in this page are grayed out, you don't have Access privileges for this folder.
Access – users granted Access rights to a project are allowed to define access rights in the fields
of this dialog for this folder and its sub folders*.
Modify Folders – users granted Modify Folder rights to a folder are allowed to modify the name
and default working path of this folder and its sub folders*.
Check In/Out – users granted Check In/Out rights are allowed to check in and out any files in this
folder or its sub folders*.
Other users are only allowed Get access to this folder.
* If you check the Apply changes to security settings to all subfolders checkbox (default), all
security settings will be applied to subfolders of this folder. If it is not checked, the changes only
apply to this folder.
When you press the OK button, these settings will be applied.
5.2.13.3 File Groups
A file group is a set of files that have the same name, but different extensions, and can be thought
of as a logical entity. An example of this would be the Delphi pas/dfm pair: the source unit will not
compile without the form unit being present, and vice versa. In this situation, it makes sense to
treat the two files as a single entity rather than have to remember that the link exists.
By default, Team Coherence configures standard file groups for Delphi and C++Builder. If you are
an Admin user, you can add or remove groups or change the definition of existing groups by
selecting Tools / File Groups... from the main menu:
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The Header button allows you to define a header to be added to the top of any files defined in the
File Groups listed.
To modify a file group, select it and click the Modify... button. To add a new grouping, click the
New... button:

The File Group editor allows you to specify a name for the group and the extensions that group
contains:
Name – This is the name of the group and will be used when displaying the file in Version
Manager.
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Include Extensions – These are the extensions of the files to include in the grouping. The first
extension will be the primary extension and the rest should be added, separated by semicolons
with no spaces.
Expand keywords in files with the following extensions – List the extensions where you will
allow keyword expansion. If you have defined a Header in the File Groups dialog, the header will
be added to files with these extensions. Also, when checking in files, Team Coherence will search
for keywords in these files and expand them with the relevant details.
Open Comment, Close Comment – Enter the comment characters that Team Coherence can
use when embedding text in your files.
Note: If you are using a development tool that doesn't support block comments (for example Visual Basic),
leave the Close Comment field blank.
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This section will use scenarios to describe, through real-world examples, how Team Coherence
can be used to manage the development process.
Rather than use a completely imaginary company, we will use MCN Software as an example. After
all, who has been using Team Coherence the longest? The members of the team, and some of the
projects, will be imaginary but otherwise we will be using our real archives.
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The Organisation of QSC
MCN Software (MCN) is a small, but expanding, company and has three developers working on a
number of projects for several different clients. They also have a core product, called Team
Coherence, that they actively sell and maintain, and a freeware product called GP-Install, which
was originally created by one of their developers for internal use.
In addition to the developers, there is one person responsible for the QA process, and another for
documentation.
Team Coherence has been under version control for a number of years but GP-Install is not yet
archived. GP-Install is becoming very popular and maintenance is now becoming an issue. To
allow GP-Install to be maintained by several developers it has been decided to add it to the Product
repository.
Client code is maintained in a separate Client repository. The decision to maintain multiple clients
in a single repository was made because MCN use a set of common source files to provide certain
basic functionality that is used by all the client projects.
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The Scenarios
The following scenarios are designed to give an overview of common situations when using Team
Coherence. In most cases, Version Manager will be used but many of the tasks listed can be
achieved from within the respective IDE interface.
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

6.3.1

Adding a new Project to Team Coherence
Refreshing and checking out Files
Checking in Files
Baselining a Project
Bugfixing a Previous Version
Applying Bug Fixes to the Current Version
Using Promotion Levels

Scenario 1 - Adding a new project to Team Coherence
MCN produces an install builder application called GP-Install. GP-Install was originally developed
for internal use, but has now been released as freeware to gain the company more exposure.
Ewan, the developer of Team Coherence has not had to maintain previous versions of GP-Install,
and has done all the development himself. It has been decided to split the workload for GP-Install
amongst all developers so it now has to be added to Team Coherence.
MCN has a Product repository used for the maintenance of internal tools and products and Ewan
has been asked to use that repository for GP-Install. As GP-Install was written in Delphi, Ewan
decides that the easiest way to archive it is to use the Delphi interface.
He starts up Delphi in the usual way and opens the GP-Install project in the IDE.
He is now ready to add GP-Install to Team Coherence. Since this project has not yet been
archived, most of the IDE interface menu options and buttons are disabled. He selects
Workgroups/Add Project to Version Control from the main menu.
He is presented with the check in dialog box, and enters some comments to indicate the status of
the files. As he needs to make some changes to the files he elects to check the Leave it Locked
radio button on the Options page of this dialog. Once he has reviewed his settings, he presses the
OK button to add the files.
Team Coherence processes all the files and presents the Status Dialog so that Ewan can correct
any problems that might have occurred. There were no problems, so he presses the OK button to
return to Delphi. As a check to make sure all the files were checked in, he starts up Version
Manager by selecting Workgroups / Team Coherence from the IDE menu and checks that the
project is archived and that he still has a lock on the files he just added.

6.3.2

Scenario 2 - Refreshing and checking out files
Alan, a developer at MCN, has been tasked with making a minor change to one of the forms used
by GP-Install. He has never seen the source for GP-Install before, and doesn't have a copy of it on
his PC. He decides to get a copy of the source to review it before making any changes.
Alan starts up Version Manager and looks for the GP-Install project. He selects it and has a look at
its folder properties to check the default working directory. He decides that he doesn't want to use
the default folder as it clashes with the source of another project he has been tinkering with. He
enters a new path in the User field as he knows that this won't affect the settings of other users.
This path will now be the default working path whenever Alan works with this project.
He is now ready to get a copy of the project. He selects the project in the left hand pane and
selects Action/Get… from the main menu. The Get Files dialog box is displayed. He wants the
latest version of the files so he leaves the Revision and Version boxes blank and presses the OK
button.
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Team Coherence processes all the files and presents the Status dialog so that Alan can correct
any problems that might have occurred. There were no problems, so he presses the OK button to
return to Version Manager. He looks in the folder that he told Team Coherence to use and, sure
enough, the source is now there.
He starts up Delphi and opens the GP-Install project. He notices that the files are marked as readonly in the editor. He needs to make changes to the InstGlobal.pas file to fix a problem with
displaying of file sizes so he opens the file in the Delphi editor. The file is read-only so he needs to
check it out before modifying it. Before checking it out, he decides to view the status of the file so
he selects Workgroups / Properties... from the IDE menu. He notices, in the Archive Properties
dialog box, that someone has locked the file. He double-clicks on the locked revision and the
Revision Properties dialog box is displayed. This tells him that the file is currently locked by Ewan.
He closes the dialog boxes to return to the editor.
He knows that this repository supports parallel development so he selects Workgroups /
Checkout... from the IDE menu. This displays the Check Out dialog box. He wants the latest
version of the files so he leaves the Revision and Version boxes blank. He decides to enter some
Lock Comments so that other users can see the reason he has it locked, and presses the OK
button.
Team Coherence checks out the file and refreshes the file in the Delphi editor. The file is now
writable so Alan can make the modifications he requires.

6.3.3

Scenario 3 - Checking in files
Alan has had to check out several more files to make the changes he needed. He is now ready to
check in his changes. Before doing so, he builds his project to make sure that it compiles correctly
and he hasn't introduced any new bugs. He is satisfied that the code he is checking in is OK.
Alan has forgotten which files he has checked out so he decides to check everything in via Version
Manager. He starts up Version Manager and selects the Locked Files view. Team Coherence
locates all the checked out files and displays them in a list, grouped by user. He selects Alan and
displays the files he has locked.
Before checking in the files, he decides to review his changes. He selects each file in turn to
display the files locked revision, and right-clicks on the revision. He selects Difference/<filename>
from the displayed popup menu to view the difference report for each file.
He is now happy with his changes and selects the project in the left hand pane. He selects Action /
Checkin... from the main menu, enters some comments in the Check in dialog box, and presses
the OK button to check the files in. Team Coherence checks the locked files in and presents the
status dialog to show any errors that might have occurred. Everything checked in without a
problem so he presses the OK button.

6.3.4

Scenario 4 - Base-lining a project
Many users are now using GP-Install and, although it is free, it has been decided that each new
release will be marked with a different Version Label. In addition, a tailored version is now being
sold to several customers. Development of the free version has been stopped, apart from bug
fixes, while the current release is still under development.
Joanne has made the changes for the commercial version to a local copy of the code, but has not
checked her changes back in yet. The current archived code is still the code used in the free
product. Before checking in the code for the commercial version, she decides that it would be a
good idea to mark the current free version code with a Version Label to distinguish it from the
commercial version.
She decides that the existing, free, code should be marked with the LITE version label. She selects
the GP-Install project in Version Manager and selects Action/Version Label… from the main
menu. The Version Label dialog box is displayed. She is creating a new label so she presses the
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ellipsis (...) next to the Version field and creates a new Version Label. This label is automatically
selected in the Version Label dialog box and, when she presses the OK button, Team Coherence
attaches the LITE Version Label to the latest (tip) revision of all the files in the GP-Install project.
Once it is complete, the status dialog is displayed.
Joanne's heart sinks. She realizes that she has already checked in one of the files, and it contains
code specific to the commercial release. The file is InstGlobal.pas and contains code that would
add too much extra functionality to the LITE version. She knows that she has been the only one
working on the commercial release of GP-Install so decides to move the Version Label that has
been attached to the InstGlobal.pas file back to the revision that should be included in the LITE
version.
She selects the InstGlobal.pas file in the File pane to display its revisions in the Detail pane and
sees that the tip revision has been marked with the version label. She is pretty sure that the
previous revision is the one that should have the label attached to it so she selects the previous
revision and uses the difference viewer to verify that the changes are in the tip revision. Satisfied,
she selects the revision with the LITE version label and selects Action/Remove Version Label…
from the main menu and enters LITE in the version edit box. She notices that the description for
that label is displayed in the Comments box, and presses OK to remove the label.
The label is removed OK, so she selects the revision that the label should have been attached to
and selects Action/Version Label… from the main menu. The Version Label dialog box is
displayed and she selects LITE from the Version Label drop down list. When she presses the OK
button, Team Coherence attaches the Version Label to the selected revision.
Happy, now that the LITE version has been correctly versioned, she checks in the commercial
version.

6.3.5

Scenario 5 - Bug fixing a previous version
A fairly serious bug has been reported in the free version, but nobody has yet reported it in the
commercial version. Ewan has been tasked with fixing the bug and, if appropriate, applying the fix
to the release version.
Knowing that the free version has been marked with the LITE version label, he starts up Version
Manager and selects Tools / Views... to display the View Manager dialog box. He clicks on the
New... button to create a view based on the LITE version label. The View Properties dialog is
displayed and he selects GP-Install in the list of projects, and the LITE version label. He names the
view GP-Install LITE, and then presses OK to save the new view, and closes the View Manager.
He selects the view from the drop down list of views to make it current, and browses the folders
and files in the GP-Install project to make sure that the view is filtering correctly. Satisfied, he does
a refresh on the project to make sure that his local files are those used in the LITE version.
He starts Delphi and opens up the GP-Install project. He does some investigation of the source to
determine the location in code where he needs to make the change. Although it is a major bug, the
fix is pretty simple, and located in the InstClasses.pas file. He decides to check out the file and
make the fix, so he opens the InstClasses.pas file in the Delphi editor and selects Workgroups /
Checkout... from the Delphi IDE menu. The check out dialog box is displayed and he notices that
the LITE version label has already been placed in the Version edit box. He presses the OK button
and the LITE version of the file is checked out and updated in the editor.
He fixes the bug and tests the results of the fix to make sure that he hasn't broken anything by
making the fix. Satisfied, he selects Workgroups / Checkin... from the Delphi IDE menu. The
check in dialog box is displayed and he notices, again, that the LITE version label has already been
added to the Version edit box, and that the Move existing version label to new revision
checkbox has also been checked. Happy, he presses the OK button and Team Coherence checks
in the file and displays the status dialog box.
He notices that the status dialog box has highlighted the file InstClasses.pas with a warning: A new
branch revision was created. He presses the OK button to return to Delphi. Curious, and to
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check that this is indeed what he wanted to do, he opens Version Manager and selects the file to
display the revisions. At the tip revision he sees the new, branched, revision with a Version Label
attached. He double clicks the revision to see its properties and notes that the LITE version label
has been moved to the new revision.
As another check, he selects the <default> view from the list of views and selects the file again.
This time the branched revision is no longer the tip revision but that the tip revision is now the
current working revision of the commercial tool.
He decides that this is pretty cool and goes for a beer.

6.3.6

Scenario 6 - Applying bug fixes in a previous version to the current version
A couple of weeks after the fix has been applied to the LITE version, an existing client reports a
similar problem. Joanne is tasked with investigating this bug. She remembers that this had been
reported in the LITE version and asks Ewan if he remembers what files he changed to fix the bug.
He tells her that it was in the InstClasses.pas file.
Joanne starts Version Manager and makes sure that she is using the <default> view. She locates
the file in Version Manager and selects it to display the revisions for the file. She sees the Version
Label attached to a previous revision and double-clicks the revision to show its properties. It is the
LITE version.
She selects the tip revision, which is the one for the current version of the commercial release, and
checks it out so she can make the necessary changes. She then selects the revision that has the
LITE version label attached to it. She selects Action/Differences/InstClasses.pas from the main
menu to display the difference viewer.
There have been a number of changes to the commercial release of the file so she scrolls down
the difference display to locate the changes that Ewan made to fix the bug. Luckily he had
commented the changes he made, so locating the changes is pretty easy. She selects the lines of
code that make up the changes in the left-hand pane and right clicks to display the context menu.
She selects Copy Right> to copy the changes to the working file.
Happy that she has applied the correct changes, she shuts down the difference viewer and saves
the changes in the process. She decides to test the changes by recompiling the project in Delphi
and, happy that the commercial version has been fixed in the same way as the LITE version, she
checks in the InstClasses.pas file.

6.3.7

Scenario 7 - Using Promotion Levels
Management has decided that now GP-Install is being released commercially, it should go through
some standard processes, similar to the ones used in the Client projects. Ewan, as the
development coordinator, has been tasked with setting up and testing these processes.
Ewan defines two promotion levels, QA and Production. In future, only code that has reached the
Production level will be included in external builds (i.e. those destined for clients). He has
configured the security for each promotion level as followed:
· QA level
Only users in the Development group can promote to this level.
Only users in the QA group can view this level.
· Production level
Only users in the QA group can promote to this level
Only Ewan can view this group
This will be the first time that the QA department have reviewed GP-Install as it had been tested
and built by the developers themselves. To put it to the test, Ewan decides that a new build should
be created for existing clients.
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Ewan, as he is a member of the development group, decides to promote the latest version of the
project to the QA level. Before doing so, and so that he can always go back to that version in the
future, he attaches the current build number 5.0.2.57 as a Version Label to the entire project. He
also defines a view, based on that version label, and makes it current in Version Manager.
He selects the GP-Install project and selects Action/Promote to 'QA' from the main menu. The
promotion criteria dialog box is displayed to allow him to check the criteria to be used for this
action. He reviews the information and presses the OK button to promote all the files at version
5.0.2.57 to the QA promotion level. He then informs the QA department that they can now begin
testing GP-Install.
Christine is a member of the QA department and is asked to test GP-Install. She starts up Version
Manager and defines a view based on the QA promotion level. She selects that view to make it
current and does a Get on the GP-Install project to get a local copy of all the files at the QA
promotion level. She does a build using these files and begins testing.
Christine's testing uncovers quite a few User Interface problems, which must be fixed before the
product is re-released. She compiles the list of problems using TCTracker and informs the
development team of their existence.
Joanne is tasked with fixing the problems and begins work on the changes. The changes take a
couple of days and during that time Christine uncovers more problems. Alan is called in to help
with the changes. As Alan and Joanne make the fixes, they promote the individual, fixed files, to
the QA promotion level by selecting them in Version Manager and selecting Action/Promote to
'QA' from the main menu.
After a further couple of days, Alan and Joanne are happy they have fixed all reported problems
and inform Ewan that this is the case. Ewan tells the QA department that they can re-test the files
at the QA promotion level.
Christine opens Version Manager, selects the view based on the QA promotion level and refreshes
the GP-Install project. She rebuilds the project and carries out more tests. Joanne and Alan have
been working very hard and Christine's testing confirms that the problems she reported have been
fixed.
Christine's testing does not uncover any more problems and she is now happy that the code is now
in a fit state to be released to the clients. She starts up Version Manager and makes sure that the
view she defined, based on the QA promotion level, is current. She right clicks on the GP-Install
project and selects Promote to 'Production' from the popup menu. The promotion criteria dialog
box is displayed and she presses the OK button to promote the files to production. She informs
Ewan that this has been done.
Ewan starts Version Manager, defines a new view based on the Production promotion level, and
makes it current. He knows that all files at this level have been passed by QA and are deemed
ready for production. He does a refresh to get the revisions of the files that make up the Production
level, and does a build. The new release of GP-Install is packaged and sent to the existing clients.
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7.1

Version Manager User Guide

Files to Synchronize
This dialog box is displayed when you perform a Synchronize action on the selected objects. By
default all out-of-date and missing files are checked. Uncheck any files you do not want to be
synchronized.
Click What's This? Help in the dialog box for field definitions.
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Assign Version
This dialog box is displayed when you assign Version Labels to the selected objects.
The General page allows you to select the Version Label to assign or, by pressing the button with
the ellipsis, to create a new version before assigning it.
If you have version 7.2.0.30 or later of the server, a page called Options will also be available. This
allows you to assign version labels to revisions based on a specific date.
Click What's This? Help in the dialog box for field definitions.
See also: Baselining
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7.3

Version Manager User Guide

Change Password
This dialog is displayed when you select Tools / Change password... from the main menu in
Version Manager.
To change your password, enter your new password in the two edit boxes and press the OK
button. If you were added to Team Coherence as a new user, your initial password will be set to
password. Obviously, one of the first things you should do after starting Team Coherence for the
first time is change your password.
Click What's This? Help in the dialog box for field definitions.
See also: Users and Groups
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Check in
The check-in dialog box is displayed prior to checking in files and adding files. You can use this
dialog to add comments to the file as it is checked in and to assign a Version Label to the files that
are checked in.
If you check the Prompt for comments for each file checkbox, Team Coherence will prompt you
to enter comments for each file as it is checked in. When you enter these comments, you will also
be able to display the changes made to the file.
The Options page of the dialog box gives you control over what happens to the local work-file once
the file is actually checked in, and what to do when the file hasn't changed since it was last
checked out.
If you have the TC Tracker addin installed, there will also be another page displayed to allow you to
associate issues with the files you are checking in.
If you want to show the changes in files being checked in, select the Files tab and use the
Differences button, or right-click in the file list for the popup menu.
Click What's This? Help in the dialog box for field definitions.
Views: Views can be used to make the maintenance of previous versions of your projects easier. By setting a
View on a previous version of your software, Team Coherence will automatically handle all necessary branching and
make sure the Version Label is moved when files are checked in.
See also: Check-in Modified Files
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7.5

Version Manager User Guide

Check out
The check-out dialog box is displayed prior to checking out files for modification. By default, the
latest revision of the file is checked out, but you can select a specific Revision or Version to check
out instead. If the objects you are checking out have a common root folder, you can also specify
where the files will be checked out to.
By default, when checking out or refreshing files, Team Coherence will not overwrite existing files
that are writable. If you would like to overwrite any files that are writable, check the option in this
dialog, but be careful with this option.
If you have the TC Tracker addin installed, there will also be another page displayed to allow you to
associate issues with the files you are checking out.
Click What's This? Help in the dialog box for field definitions.
Views: Views can be used to make the maintenance of previous versions of your projects easier. By setting a View
on a previous version of your software, Team Coherence will automatically handle all necessary branching and make
sure the Version Label is moved when files are checked back in.
See also: Check-out Files to be Modified, Get
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Group Properties
This dialog is displayed when you modify File Group properties. Use this dialog to define the files
that are contained within a particular grouping and whether keywords are expanded.
Name – This is the name of the group and will be used when displaying the file in Version
Manager.
Include Extensions – These are the extensions of the files to include in the grouping. The first
extension will be the primary extension and the rest should be added, separated by semicolons
with no spaces.
Expand keywords in files with the following extensions – List the extensions where you will
allow keyword expansion. If you have defined a Header in the File Groups dialog, the header will
be added to files with these extensions. Also, when checking in files, Team Coherence will search
for keywords in these files and expand them with the relevant details.
Open Comment, Close Comment – Enter the comment characters that Team Coherence can
use when embedding text in your files.
Note: If you are using a development tool that doesn't support block comments (for example Visual Basic),
leave the Close Comment field blank.

Click What's This? Help in the dialog box for field definitions.
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7.7

Version Manager User Guide

File Groups
This dialog is displayed when you select Tools / File Groups... from the main menu. It lists the
currently defined File Groups and allows you to add, modify, and delete groupings.
This dialog is only available to Admin users.
Click What's This? Help in the dialog box for field definitions.
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File Properties
The Archive Property Sheet allows you to view the basic properties of a File Archive, including the
revisions and Version Labels associated with it. To access this property sheet:
1. Select the File in Version Manager
2. Right-click to display the Context menu
3. Select Properties...
Click What's This? Help in the dialog box for field definitions.
The first page displays information about the local file. The second page displays the revision
history for the file. You can display revision properties by double-clicking on a revision. A context
menu is available on the revisions page that gives you access to the Difference Report for
comparing revisions.
If you have the TC Tracker addin installed, there will also be another page showing the issues
associated with this archive. You can associate new issues with this file, remove the associations,
or select individual Issues and modify their properties.
Note: If Store only Latest Revision is checked, only the file for the latest revision will be stored. The Revision
information will be maintained, but it will no longer be possible to retrieve the file associated with anything but the tip
revision. This can be useful for large binary files where you do not need access to older versions, or where you simply
want to track who changed what.
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Version Manager User Guide

Folder Properties
The Folder Property Sheet allows you to modify the basic properties and security attributes of a
Folder. To access this property sheet:
1. Select the Folder in Version Manager
2. Right-click to display the Context menu
3. Select Properties...
Click What's This? Help in the dialog box for field definitions.
The Name property of the Folder is the name that is used in Version Manager when displaying this
folder.
The Default Working Path is the default path for the files stored in this folder to be checked out to.
If a User Working Path is defined, this overrides the default path.
The security page allows you to define which users and groups are allowed to modify the
properties of the folder, and also who is allowed to modify the files stored within the folder.
If you have made any modifications to the fields in this dialog box, you will be prompted before the
changes are applied.
Views: When using Views , each View of the project can have a different User Working Path.
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UserGroup Properties
This dialog is displayed when you modify a Group in the User Manager. Use this dialog to define
the users and groups that this group contains.
Click What's This? Help in the dialog box for field definitions.
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7.11

Version Manager User Guide

Header Definition
This dialog is displayed when you press the Header button in the File Groups dialog box. The text
entered here will be inserted, as a comment block, at the top of each file type with Keyword
Expansion enabled (see File Groups).
The characters used for the comment block will be determined from the File Group settings..
Click What's This? Help in the dialog box for field definitions.
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Login
The Login Dialog box is displayed when you first log in to Team Coherence. By default, Team
Coherence remembers your Username and Password for subsequent logins.
To change the username you use to login to Team Coherence, select Tools / Login as Different
User... from the Version Manager main menu.
If you are logging into Team Coherence for the first time after installation, or when logging in to a
new repository, use the following details:
Username: supervisor
Password: password
This gives you full access to the repository and allows you to create new users and change the
default passwords.
Click What's This? Help in the dialog box for field definitions.
By default, there is one user created when Team Coherence is first installed. This user has full access to all
functions. The username is supervisor with the default password of password. This user cannot be deleted, but it is
advisable to change the password as soon as possible to prevent unauthorised modification of your files.
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Version Manager User Guide

Promotion Level Properties
The Promotion Level Property Sheet allows you to modify the basic properties and security
attributes of a Promotion Level To access this property sheet:
1. Startup Version Manager
2. Select Tools / Promotion Levels... from the main menu
3. Select a Promotion Level
4. Click on the Modify button
Click What's This? Help in the dialog box for field definitions.
The security page of this dialog is used to define who can promote files to this level and who is
allowed to view the files at this promotion level.
If a user doesn't have view rights to a promotion level, they cannot set a View based on this level.
Similarly, if a user doesn't have permissions to promote to a particular promotion level, the menu
option won't appear in the context menus.
See also: Defining Promotion Levels
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Version Label Properties
This dialog is displayed when you modify a Version Label. Use this dialog to enter a descriptive
name and description for this Version Label.
Label Root - Setting this field will associate the label with an existing Project to reduce its scope.
Branch Base Label - Selecting a Branch Base label modifies the behaviour of this label to create
an auto-branching label. For more information, see Version Labels.
Click What's This? Help in the dialog box for field definitions.
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Version Manager User Guide

View Properties
The View Property Sheet allows you to modify the basic properties View. To access this property
sheet:
1. Startup Version Manager
2. Select Tools / Views... from the main menu
3. Select a View
4. Click on the Modify button
Click What's This? Help in the dialog box for field definitions.
There are two types of View:
Project/Version views allow you to view the files and revisions involved in a particular version of
the projects, or to limit what is seen in Version Manager to specific projects. These Views are not
read-only in that you can check files in/out from within these views.
Promotion Level views are used to allow promotion of files from one level to the next. Since files
should not be modified in these views, the view will be read-only.
See also: Using Views
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New Folder
This dialog is displayed when you are creating a new folder. To create a new folder, select an
existing Project or Folder and select Action / New / Folder... from the main menu.
Click What's This? Help in the dialog box for field definitions.
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Version Manager User Guide

Project Properties
The Project Property Sheet allows you to modify the basic properties and security attributes of a
project. To access this property sheet:
1. Select the Project in Version Manager
2. Right-click to display the Context menu
3. Select Properties...
Click What's This? Help in the dialog box for field definitions.
The Name property of the project is the name that is used in Version Manager when displaying this
project.
The security page allows you to define which users and groups are allowed to modify the
properties of the project, and also who is allowed to modify the files stored within the project. If you
have made any modifications to the fields in this dialog box, you will be prompted before the
changes are applied.
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Promotion Level Manager
This dialog allows you to specify which stages a file should go through to reach production. To
access this property sheet:
1. Startup Version Manager
2. Select Tools / Promotion Levels...
Click What's This? Help in the dialog box for field definitions.
Promotion Levels are listed from the first stage to the last stage. For example:
· Testing
· QA
· Production
See also: Defining Promotion Levels
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7.19

Version Manager User Guide

Remove Version
This dialog box is displayed when you remove Version Labels to the selected objects. It simply
prompts for the Version Label to remove.
Click What's This? Help in the dialog box for field definitions.
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Revision Properties
The Revision Property Sheet allows you to view the basic properties of a revision. To access this
property sheet:
1. Select the Revision in Version Manager
2. Right-click to display the Context menu
3. Select Properties...
Click What's This? Help in the dialog box for field definitions.
The comments assigned to a revision can be modified, but the modified comments will not be updated in the
source file if keyword expansion has been used.
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SCC Select Project
This dialog is displayed when the SCC API (i.e. Visual Studio) requests the name of a project for a
particular action. Use it to select an existing folder or, if the New Project and New Folder buttons
are enabled, to create a new one.
The concepts used by Team Coherence and the SCC API are slightly different in that the SCC API
refers to folders as sub-projects, whereas Team Coherence creates a root Project as an identifier
and stores the actual archives in sub-folders. For this reason, you cannot select the root object as
an SCC project.
If you are adding new files to a project, you have the option of Creating a new project and Folders.
The created Folders will have the default working path set to the working path of the files that are
being added or checked in.
If the New buttons are disabled this is an indication that the calling application (i.e. Visual Studio) is
requesting that you open an existing project.
If selecting an existing folder using this dialog box, the working path for this folder must match the
path for the item being added.
Click What's This? Help in the dialog box for field definitions.
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Select Project
This dialog is displayed when adding new files from IDE Integration. If Team Coherence doesn't
know the project the files are to be added to, this dialog allows you to select an existing project, or
to create a new one.
Click What's This? Help in the dialog box for field definitions.
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7.23

Version Manager User Guide

Select Users and Groups
This dialog is displayed whenever you need to select a list of Users or Groups, most commonly
when defining security settings or defining Groups.
Click What's This? Help in the dialog box for field definitions.
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User Settings
This dialog allows you to set local options such as which columns to display in lists, and which
editors to use when viewing notes, etc. To access this dialog:
1. Startup Version Manager
2. Select Tools / Options...
Click What's This? Help in the dialog box for field definitions.
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7.25

Version Manager User Guide

Status Dialog
This dialog shows the status of any action you take in Version Manager. It lists all files involved in
the action, along with the file's status after the action is carried out.
Certain actions can be retried if they have failed. To do this, select the action and right-click to
display the context menu.
Click What's This? Help in the dialog box for field definitions.
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User Info
This dialog displays the properties of a User. If you want to modify user info, see the section on
Users and Groups. To send an E-Mail to this user, press the E-Mail button.
Click What's This? Help in the dialog box for field definitions.
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7.27

Version Manager User Guide

User Properties
This dialog is displayed when you modify a User in the User Manager. Use this dialog to specify
the properties of a user, including the E-Mail address.
Click What's This? Help in the dialog box for field definitions.
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Version Labels
This dialog is displayed when you select Tools / Version Labels... from the main menu. It lists the
currently defined Version Labels and allows you to add, modify, and delete labels.
Labels that are grayed out represent Version Labels that have been marked as hidden. These
labels can still be used, but are not normally visible in the various Version Label selection boxes.
Click What's This? Help in the dialog box for field definitions.
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7.29
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Views
This dialog is displayed when you select Tools / Views... from the main menu. It lists the currently
defined Views and allows you to add, modify, and delete Views.
Click What's This? Help in the dialog box for field definitions.
See also: Using Views
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Promotion Criteria Dialog
Before files are actually promoted to the next level, this dialog is displayed to show information
about which versions of the selected files will be promoted.
To cancel the promotion of the files, click the Cancel button.
Click What's This? Help in the dialog box for field definitions.
See also: Defining Promotion Levels
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7.31
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Difference Viewer
This dialog allows you to specify an alternative difference viewer to use when viewing differences
between the file types defined in the File Masks edit box.
Click What's This? Help in the dialog box for field definitions.
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Check in Comments
If you checked the Prompt for comments for each file checkbox in the Checkin Dialog, this
dialog will be displayed for each file being checked in.
Enter any comments specific to the file. You can use the Differences button do display the
changes made to the file. To view the differences made to associated files in the File Group, rightclick on this button and select the relevant file.
If you want to use the current comment for the remaining files, check the box titled Use this
comment for remaining files.
To cancel the checking in of all remaining files, click the Cancel button.
Click What's This? Help in the dialog box for field definitions.
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Select View
This dialog allows you to select which View to make active and is displayed from within the SCC
Select Project dialog.
Select the View from the drop-down list and press OK to make it active.
Click What's This? Help in the dialog box for field definitions.
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